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THE AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING D-16
IT LOOKS EXPENSIVE BUT IT'S NOT!

THIS NEW RADIO CONSOLE from
Audioarts combines the benefits of a
ROUTER and an AUDIO CONSOLE into one
COST-EFFECTIVE digital package, letting
you route any input to any fader or to any
monitor feed, with all sources clearly
shown in bright LED dot matrix displays
right above the faders and monitor level
controls.

A COMPACT TABLETOP DESIGN, the D-16
has the features you need: both analog
and digital PROGRAM and AUDITION
stereo outputs, 2 MONO analog outputs,
14 input faders plus 2 caller faders, 4 mic
preamps, control room and studio
monitoring, built-in cue and headphone
amps (with concealed headphone jack)
-even four internally generated mix -
minus outputs!

WITH 24 -BIT A>D and D>A inputs and
outputs and sample rate converters on
every AES digital input, the D-16 will work
with virtually any digital source gear you
have. It can run your source machines too
(up to eight of them)-all opto-isolated.
Its DSP DIGITAL METERING simultaneously
displays VU columns and peak hold
fullscale digital so you can be assured of
pristine performance. Its powerful caller
tools generate mix -minuses automati-
cally, and you can program any of its four
MXM outputs to be pre or post fader.

And with Wheatstone's extensive
digital background and reputation you
can be assured that the D-16 is a great
console!

.1

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING
252-638-7000 / www.audioarts.net / sales @ wheatstone.corn copyright 0 2004 by WHEATSTONE CORPORATION
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The most unique and versatile book shelf speaker available today. The LB -100
utilizes liquid gel technology for increased performance and an outstanding
sound. The compact design allows for easy placement in the listening
environment. Available in over 35 different colors to choose from. Call
us or visit our web site for a dealer near you, cr to request a catalog.

See why we say Big Sound...Little Package!

Liquid
Acoustics- 714-690-5934

www.liquidacoustics.com
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Currents Online
I lighlights of news items from the past month

Sirius Offered Through Dish Network
Premium package Dish Network satellite television
customers receive it at no charge.

New EAS Event Codes Take Effect
Numerous new codes have been added.

Harris Installs 100th Vistamax
Bonneville's WWZZ-FM in Washington, DC, will have
the honors.

RF Software Becomes
Audemat-Aztec Dealer
RF Investigator 2.5 will include new features to
import and display field measurement surveys from
the Navigator 100 and Navigator 007.

Internet File Sharing on the Rise Again
This is according to a Pew Internet and American
Life Project survey.

Site Features
Buyers Guide

The Radio magazine Buyers Guide is available
online all year. Use it to source equipment

manufacturers and service providers.

Web Enhanced Content
Certain articles in this issue have

a more online note. Look to the
Radio magazine website for extra

features and information.

Currents Online
Updated daily, turn to the Radio magazine

CLrrents Online for the latest radio technology
news and information.

Step Inside the Demo Room
View online product demonstrations.

Current Issue Online
Read the latest issue online or reference past

issues in the archive.

the NEXT generation for 06111, and OLIV systems...

... The #1 manufacturer of satellite automation systems for Radio introduces

Digilink-Xtreme. the most important advance in Radio automation in more than a decade.

Combining the best of PC computers and the best of professional Broadcast audio hardware.

Arrakis re -invents Satellite automation. ... again !

only $2,495 plus PC

call 970-461-0730 ext 329

marmigns inc. www.arrakis-sy
I
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THE WORLD'S 1st

STEREO POTS

a

TECHNOLOGY

AUDIO CODEC
Introducing the all new iMix .3

iNlix G3 features a brand new super charged DSP
platform that combines studio mixing power and
new POTS/ISDN/GSM and data codec capabili-
ties never before offered in a 16 x 9" sized remote
mixer at suzh a low price.

The world's first 15kHz stereo POTS audio codec
can deliver live stereo remotes or stereo studio
I nks over dual ?OTS lines. A new Dual Mono
f2.ature also enables the use of one 15kHz POTS
channel for mair program and the second 15khz
POTS channel for a range of on -board IFB
hcluding production/engineering talkback and
I ye on -air callers. You can even send your
broadcast program to two locations.

A miniature expansion slot accepts a range of new
ardware modules to suit individual remote

applications suct- as GSM to landline for wireless
emotes, Stereo,Mono ISDN, Stereo or Dual
Mono POTS plus new 1FB and front panel
controlled I ve on -air caller facilities.

The on -board six input digital mixer can be easily
configured for non -technical users or as a fully
featured studio mixer including on -off channel
tuttons, cue, int2rcom, telephone caller control,
LAN/RS232 interfaces and one button control of
local and remote -zontrol relay inputs "and" ouputs.
iou can even adjust your remote talent's audio
input levels from the studio to ensure their levels
ae always perfect.

CAI optional Digital Router software kit will allow
any of the six audio inputs to be routed to any
audio output. giving you the tools to create a
powerful and flexible studio environment in the
field. iMix '33 w II also connect to your existing
Comrex* or Musi:am* POTS codecs

Call Tieline or your favorite dealer
far a free demonstration.

Ith N1f1,11 VI, II /I .1111iI
I 1111 1141,01.1ell trill lomort, "t h tv.. rn .1

Call: 800 750 7950
www.tieline.com



Viewpoint

When hi-fi meets Wi-Fi

 he classic model of a radio station's oper-
ationi considers the singular function of
providing a source of audio entertainment
to a listening audience. Programming is
created in the studio and transmitted via
the station's transmitter. While this model is
still in use today, the singular function can
be divided into two separate elements:
creation and transmission.

These two functions are actually sepa-
rate. We have seen this in a small way with
Internet streaming.The program material is
still created in the same way, but the pro-
gram stream now feeds a transmitter for

terrestrial transmission and a Web
server for Internet distribution. With
this in mind, single stations can func-
tion more like networks by creating
the program stream regardless of the
transmission scheme.

In time, I expect that radio stations
will realize the disconnect between
content creation and delivery. The
programming will be delivered via
alternate means in addition to wide -
area coverage of the single transmitter.
Cable systems, Internet providers and
even cellular telephone networks are
only some of the possibilities.

Internet radio has already proved itself as
a means of reaching a mass audience. I

listen to Internet radio stations quite often.
And, like many online listeners, I do it while
sitting at my PC. While it has seen some
obstacles with content licensing issues,
and it has yet to be shown as a viable
method of revenue generation, several at-
tempts have been made to market this
delivery mechanism in a form that is famil-
iar to radio listeners.

Remember Kerbango? This was an Inter-
net appliance designed to emulate a tradi-
tional radio but used to listen to online
stations. The product never came to frui-
tion after floundering fora few years before
being bought by 3Com and then being
officially killed. The Kerbango never
shipped. Other products, such as those

Send comments to:

from Sonicbox and Penguinradio, had similar functions,
but they actually shipped to the market. To my knowledge,
none of these were that successful. These were products
ahead of their time.

I believe that the main reason for these efforts not making
radio history was due to the lack of broadband connectiv-
ity in homes. It was available, but not common and rather
expensive. Today this has all changed.

With the increased use of home networking, and now
wireless home networking, there is a renewed interest in
streaming media delivery in the home, not to mention a
better chance of it being widely accepted. New products
are bypassing the radio -only thinking and moving to
media control centers, which are something like boom
boxes on steroids. Available and inexpensive broadband
connectivity certainly helps, but newer technologies add
more freedom and flexibility to the system: wireless net-
working in the home.

With Wi-Fi connectivity, attached devices are portable
within the range of the network. A laptop can access
anything stored on the network anywhere around the
house. Depending on the configuration, even your neigh-
bors can connect.

Home listeners have access to music stored on the PC or
from Internet radio stations. With the concepts introduced
by the Kerbango, other companies have introduced the
function of a media player with the familiarity of a boom
box. A few such systems have been unveiled from Linksys,
Philips and Reciva. With downloaded (legally or other-
wise) music, ripped music libraries and Internet streams,
several listening options are available.

The timing on this comes as IBOC is reaching critical mass.
Whetheryou like IBOC or hate it, the point is that consumer
listening is moving ahead. Terrestrial radio needs to move
ahead as well, and radio stations need to look ahead to
supplemental transmission paths for the future. Digital
transmission is the immediate step in that direction. IBOC
may or may not be the perfect solution, but with every other
form of audio entertainment media moving to enhanced
features and capabilities, terrestrial radio runs the risk of
being left behind.

Chriss Scherer, editor
cschererrprimediabusiness.com

E-mail: radio@primediabusiness.corn
Fax: 913-967-1905

8 June 2004 www.beradio.com
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RF Enuineerinu

Antenna currents and field strength
By John Battison, P.E., technical editor, RF

nything metallic can be made to carry RFtcurrent a to radiate some sort of RF
signal. But at quality of signal will it be?

Aar Itcan depend on the construction and size
of the tower,as"Well as the antenna tuning -
unit circuits. RF currents induced in a
nearby metallic structure can deform a
nominally circular radiation pattern and
affect coverage in positive or negative ways.
While this is going on the RF antenna
ammeter may indicate the licensed anten-
na current, but listeners may be hearing a
distorted signal.

Engineers tend to talk glibly about RF
current and field strength in millivolts per

induced in a one meter long wire placed parallel to the
lines of flux. This induced shortage results from the
movement of the flux across the wire.

Two fields are developed around an antenna. The
induction field exists in the immediate vicinity of the
antenna, and consists of lines of flux that connect back into
the antenna twice each cycle. This is not the field that the
engineer generally wants. In fact, it is this induction field that
often produces the unwanted effects of high currents or
voltages in close by metallic objects. It is a reactive field in
which the electric and magnetic fields are 90 degrees out
of phase.

The radiation field consists of detached lines of flux that
move out as an electromagnetic wave. This is the emission
that is of greatest interest to the radio engineer. It is this field

that contains the real power because the elec-
tric and magnetic fields are in phase with each
other. The intensity of this field is inversely
proportional to the distance from the antenna,
and diminishes far less rapidly than the induc-
tion field; this is the radio signal.

If we want to compare developed field
strengths we must compare them at the same
distance. Originally, engineers used one mile

180' as a convenient distance. This distance is
sufficient to be well outside the induction field
and provides a good solid measuring signal.

1300 = 'max X sin30°

30'

R300 =P P = lmax2 X Rmin2

Halfwave antenna showing the relationship between current and resistance.

meter (mV/m) but sometimes we don't get
the millivolts per meter that we expect from
the power delivered to the antenna. We talk
about the antenna resistance, but some-
times the antenna resistance and the radi-
ation resistance are noticeably different.
When we supply RF current to our anten-
nas we expect to get a definite return for the
power expended. If this doesn't happen it
is sometimes difficult to find a reason,
especially if it is a nondirectional station.

Clarity of thought
Sometimes we lose sight of the relation-

ship between current in an antenna and
the resulting field strength value. The level
of our electric field is measured in terms of
millivolts per meter, or volts per meter
depending on the requirements. This term
expresses the voltage that would be

What's your sine?
We are all familiar with the normal sinusoidal

distribution of current in an antenna. Although,
under some circumstances, non -sinusoidal current distri-
bution may have to be assumed because unusual antenna
configurations such as top loading can affect current
distribution.

The radio engineer is generally most interested in the
impedance of an antenna and the real part of this term,
which is the radiation resistance.This resistance multiplied
by the square of the antenna current tells us the power
developed in the antenna circuit.

Much of our broadcast work involves vertical radiators
around 90 degrees to 120 degrees of electrical height. We
try to measure the antenna current at the base of the tower.
It is common practice to place an RF ammeter or other
current -measuring device in the output leg of the base -
matching network. We then measure the antenna base
impedance at this point and use the resistance thus ob-
tained to calculate the power into the antenna.

When we use a bridge to measure antenna impedance,
what we actually measure is the antenna impedance (the
R term), plus any resistance in the actual antenna connec-
tions and structure, and the ground connections and

10 June 2004 www.beradio.com
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Here's a revolutionary concept.
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RF Enuineerinu

system. Dirty and corroded connections,
small -d iametercables and connections that
have corroded to small conductors, rusted
connections between tower sections and
inadequate ground system with damaged
ground screen and broken or missing radi-
als will add to the l2R losses. Power that
should be radiated will be dissipated in heat.
Therefore the value of R used as antenna
radiation resistance actually consists of
Rant+ R..The FCC allows a certain amount
of system loss to be included in directional
antenna operations.

An antenna's measured impedance de-
pends on exactly where along the antenna
it is measured. The indicated current in the
antenna varies with the measuring location.

Consider the radiation resistance of a
half -wave antenna that is about 73.1.1/. This
is the value that can be measured at the
center of the antenna. However, this is the
only position that will produce this resis-
tance. All the other points on the antenna
will exhibit a lower current and higher
resistance. This can be calculated by mul-
tiplying the current measured at the center

OFFERING COMPLETE CONCEPT 10 - ON AIR SERVICES
FOR DIGITAL AM RADIO

WIDEBAND ANTENNA TUNING
UNITS, PHASING AND MATCHING

SYSTEMS TO MEET CUSTOM
REQUIREMENTS

THREE TOWER AM 50kW NDA-D / DA -N
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA SYSTEM

ST PAUL MN.

NEW "DLTU" SERIES SUPER
WIDEBAND ANTENNA TUNING

UNITS

DIRECTIONAL ARRAY ANTENNA
TUNING UNIT

GAITHERSBURG, MD

Phone: (423) 878-3141 Fax: (423) 878-4224

Email: ktlifkintronic.com
Web Site: www.kintronic.com

by the sine of the distance from the end of the antenna.
However, you must specify the reference part of the
antenna. This is called the point of maximum antenna
current, but it is not always the same thing as the resistance
of the driving point of the antenna, which is the point at
which we place our impedance bridge.

Remember the textbook introduction to vertical radia-
tors in which a quarter -wave radiator is shown above
ground with an image below it? The total length of the real
antenna and the image equals one-half wavelength. An
antenna one-half wavelength long with one amp at the
center will produce about 37.5mV per meter at a distance
of one mile from the antenna. The radiation resistance of
this antenna is around 73f1.

If we take half of this antenna, i.e. a quarter -wavelength
also with one amp at its base, we shall find about 37.4mV
per meterat a distance of one mile.The radiation resistance
(the R term :n the antenna impedance) will be half of the
ideal half -wave dipole,or about 36.611. With IA flowing the
power will be 36.6W.

In terms of millivolts per meter with IkW power at 1 mile:
37.42 x V1000/36.6 = 196 mV/m
If we increase the power to 10kW, we multiply the field

strength at one mile by the square root of the power
increase. Therefore,

196 x -\71-0. 196 x 3.16 =619.36mV/m

E-mail Battison at batcom@bright.net.

MONITORING TO THE POWER OF 8.

MP,

,*jilt
IiSsp

The ultimate audio me nitoring card. limes eight. AudioScience makes broadcas:
monitoring easier than ever with the amazing ASI8702/8703 8 -channel tuner adapter

boards. Monitor, log, yE rify ads and identify content on 8 audio channels simultane-

ously from just about z ny source: AM, FM, even TV (A518703). An onboard 225Mhz

DSP processes the and o and routes it out thru DB-9 and 50 -pin connectors. Drivers

for Windows 2000, XP z nd Linux are available. Custom configurations available. Call

us at +1-302-324-5333 or go to www.audioscience.com.

//ilicafiff
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Both RoadStar and NetStar come complete with IP and ISDN connecticns, AAC, AAC Low Delay,
MPEG 2, MPEG 3, G.722 and G.711 encoding, and can even send and receive linear

uncompressed audio. Both are effortless to operate, with automatic recognition of the calling
codec and a built in Web Server for remote control from anywhere. Both give you 8 contact
closures and ancillary data. Both can automatically switch from 13 to ISDN, or vice -versa, if the
primary link becomes unreliable.

NetStar is rack or tabletop mount. RoadStar is
portable, with a built-in a -channel mixer, 48 VDC
phantom power, analog and AES/EBU inputs and
outputs and a dual headphone monitoring system.
Now, you can take your stereo show on the road and
deliver spectacular audio your way.

MUSICAM USA

670 North Beers Street, Bldg. #4
Holmdel, NJ 07733 LISA
732-739-5600
732-739-1818 fax
sales@musicamusa.com
www.musicamusa.com

MUSICAM USA is the d b a of Corporate Computer Systems, Inc.
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FCC Update

290 FM channels on the auction block
By Harry Martin

he FM auction initially announced almost
four years ago,but postponed four times,is
now back on the calendar for Nov.3,2004.
The auction is described in an April 15
public notice available on the Audio Divi-
sion'sWeb page (under"Audio Headlines")
on the FCC's website (wwwfcc.gov).
The Commission will conduct the auc-

tion in consecutive rounds, with all chan-
nels being available to be bid on in all
rounds. To bid on a particular channel, a
bidder must have made an upfront pay-
ment large enough to ensure it has suffi-
cient bidding units to cover the minimum
opening bid for that channel. If a bidder
wishes to bid on more than one channel in
a given round, the bidder must have made
an upfront payment sufficient to purchase
enough bidding units to cover the to-be-
bid-forchannels. Here aresome examples
of how the system works.

 In the Form 175 (auction qualification
statement), you specify only one channel
that you want to apply for, and the upfront
payment for that channel is $10,000. You
submit an upfront payment in that amount.
When the auction starts, you can only bid
on that one channel, because that is the
only one you specified in the Form 175.

 A slight variation. In the Form 175, you
specify two channels, each of which has an
upfront payment of $10,000. If you submit
an upfront payment of $20,000, you would
be able to bid on both channels in each
round of the auction. In fact, you would
have to bid on both in each round, because
your maximum eligibility would be 20,000
bidding units (based on your total upfront
payment of $20,000), and the rules require
that in each round you must be active (i.e.,
either place a bid or be the standing high
bidder from the preceding round) in mar-
kets whose upfront payments equal your
maximum eligibility. Because you would
be able to bid in only two markets (since
those are the only ones listed in your
Form 175),and because those two upfront
payments for those two markets equal
your maximum eligibility,you would have
to bid in both markets during each round,
or risk losing eligibility

 Suppose in the Form 175 you specify a total of 15
channels, 10 of which have upfront payments of $10,000
each, four of which have upfront payments of $50,000 each,
and one of which has an upfront payment of $200,000.You
submit an upfront payment of only $200,000, which gives
you maximum eligibility of 200,000 bidding units. During
each round of the auction you would have to be active with
respect to markets totaling in the aggregate $200,000.Thus,
you could bid on the $200,000 channel. Or you could bid
on all four of the $50,000 channels. As long as you are
"active" in each round in markets having an aggregate
upfront value of $200,000, you remain able to bid, in the next
round, with respect to any of the channels you specified in
your application.

 In the first two rounds you might elect to bid on the
$200,000 channel alone. Because a bid in that market
would exhaust your maximum eligibility, you would not
be able to bid on any other markets during those rounds.
But let's say that,by the end of round two,you feel that the
$200,000 channel is being priced beyond your limits by
other bidders. In roundsthree-five, you might then decide
to bid on the four $50,000 markets. Because such bids
would again exhaust your 200,000 bidding units, you
would not be able to bid on any of the other markets (i.e.,
any of the $10,000 markets, or the $200,000 market) during
that round. But let's then say that one of the $50,000 markets
gets priced out of your league by other bidders. In round
six, you could then continue to bid on the other three
$50,000 markets, but also place bids in five of the $10,000
markets.
 By the time you get to round seven, you may have

determined that the price for the $200,000 channel, which
you stopped bidding on after round two,really isn't all that
high. At that point, as long as you are not the high bidder
in any other market you're bidding on, you could jump
back in and bid on the $200,000 channel, even though you
had not been active there since round two. But because the
$200,000 value of that market would exhaust your maxi-
mum eligibility,you would not be able to bid in any other
markets during that round.

Martin is an attorney with Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, PLC.,
Arlington, VA. E-mail martin@fhhlaw.com.

Dateline:
Radio stations in Illinois and Wisconsin mustfile

their renewal applications on or before Aug. 1. Their
EEO program reports and ownership reports are due
with the -enewals. Also on Aug. 1, stations in Iowa
and Missouri must begin their pre -filing renewal
announc?ments.

14 June 2004 www.beradio.com
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OMNIRAK BROADCAST FURNITURE
' When I was researching furniture for our new flagship facility in L.A., I rooked at all the usual suppliers. We
bad unique custom requirements and not all of the existing furniture vendors were able to he p us. Then
someone suggested that I call Omnirax. Upon visiting their facility in Sausalito I was delig hte 3 witi what I saw.
Although a mass production woodshop complete with CNC woodworking equipment, I found them eager to
help with our most unique design requirements. I had only some crude sketchet of what I wanted, but
David Holland at Omnirax took these and in days presented me with full computer renderings of w pat the
furniture could look like from several view angles. After we made quite a few changes over several weeks we
had it. I was happy to have found them; working with them was a real pleasure. The studi s our interior
designers had envisioned became a reality - and all of the technical details had been addreisel I knew when I
first saw the first produced furniture I had made the right choice. Our collaboration from design to prodiaciol
resulted in more than I had originally hoped for. Everyone at Entravision is thrilled with the result
I wholeheartedly recommend Omnirax to everyone."
John Buckham
Project Engineer, Entravision Communicaticns, Radio Division

P. 0. Box 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966 800.332.3393 415.332.3392 FAX 415.332.26C7
www.omnirax.com info@omnirax.com

for less than

$3000

almmER-- mapip.w.

DSPX )igital Audio Processor
18 x 24 -bit DSP's prodding 1 GIGA-MIPS of power

0 Comprehensive BLUE audio metering and screen

o Digital and analog 10

ci Wide and multi -band AGC's with intelligent gating

0 Multi -band programne deperdent limiting

(=i Lock ahead limiter and distort on cancelled c ipping

c=i0SP stereo encode- shah composite clipping control

i=1 Back -panel and rackroom (front panel) serial control

0 LAN / Net webserver 'or remote control

0 Full range of user presets with live A/B switch ng

0 Software upgradeable

Ira or factory direct from

www.broadcastwarehouse.com

St! TWO 71517N
THE WO2LO'S LA 3GEST

E.ECTRCPIC MELIA SS OV
57-27 001 1i. 1555555 MV

Version 1.0
now available

1-888-8661672

wwwberadio.com June 2C04 15



The Pick Hits
of NAB2004

The best in show
from the best

at the show

This year's Pick Hit Award win -
nets have more to celebrate
than ever before because 2004

marks tie 20th year that the Pick Hit
Awards have been presented. The
Fick Hiss are the original technology
award f-om the convention and still the
most respectec.

The award winners' products, the rules,
the judges' comments and a list of the
judges are ?rovidec on the following
pages. The Pick Hits are the only
awards that disclose our rules and
our judges' names. Note that there
is one new addition to the Pick Hits
Awards this year. The Pick Hits
judges decided, during theirselec-
ton meeting, that there were some
emerging technologies that were
implen-ented in various products that deserved
recogn tion. While the Pick Hit Awards recog-
nize specific product introductions, the panel
also wanted to recognize three emerging technol-
ogies, which are called the Technology Honors,
and recognize the achievements in applying new
r.echno op in a broad range of products.

So put on your party hat, eat two pieces
of bird- day cake and help these
winners and Radio
magazine celebrate
the aelievements
of 2004

H IT

Reported by Kari Taylor,
associate editor

1411111%.011111W

Belar
HD Radio Monitor. This 2RU mon-

itor is designed to decode and analyze AM anc FM
IBOC signals. The frequency -agile front end can accept

signals off the air or through a high-level input for use at
the transmitter site. The graphic display provides measired

results of the signal and includes basic spectrum analysis. Level
metering is dis-

played as hori-
zontal bar -
graphs in per-
cent with a

user-select-

IBOC monitor

.. .. ......... ,,,,,,,, ....

r11111:11..

able dBFS level ased as the reference. Capability to display SIS
data, quality of service information, MPS data and bit -error

data are standard. An RS -232 serial and RJ-45 Ethernet
connectio are included. Belarplans to include firmware
update capability.

What the judges had to say:
"A lon0'-awaited device for HD Radio stations"

"A .nust-have for any IBOC installation."

16 June 2004
mew

IMP

610-681-5550: fax 610-687-2686; wriabelaccom: sales@belar.cam

www.beradio.com
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Gone.
Introducing Nautel's Newest Cutting Edge FM Technology -

Digital Adaptive Pre -Correction
Worried about not meeting the HD Radio- mask

requirements? After all, yoJ wouldn't want to

interfere with someone else's signal. Nautel's new

M5o digital FM exciter samples the all -digital o -

hybrid HD Radio' output of the V10,10 kW FM

transmitter and dynamica ly applies digital adaptive

pre -correction. This means no expensive external

bandpass filter and no additional tuning. Even

better, because the M50 continuously monitors

and adjusts the RF output, your performance is

optimized regardless of environmental changes

and your signal will always be within spectral li nits.

To learn more about how we can

perfect your HD Radio- signal, visit

our website www.riautel.com.

Radio

nautei
Phone: +1.902.823.2233 I Fax: +1.902.823.3183 I infoerautel.corn I vwvw.nautel.com SIMPLY THE BEST ENGINEERED TRANSMITTERS

Virtuoso and Maestro are registered trademarks of Nautel Limited. All rights reserved. HO Radio is a trademark of Isiquity Digital Corp.



IC HIT
#ftew °Now

15kHz POTS
stereo codec
Tieline America
1 -mix G3:With the I -mix a-1,1eft

and right audio channels can
be phase locked overtwotelephone linestodeliver 15kHz

stereo programming. Also available is the provision for dual
15kHz mono transmission from a single POTS codec en-

abling the use of one 15kHz mono channel for program audio
and the other 15kHz channel for a range of communications

including production/engineering talkback tele-
phone coupler for live on -air callers and

simultaneous9.6kb/scontrol data and
7kHz voice. This third -genera-

tion design incorporates
an expansion slot alow-
ing broadcasters to select
from a range of new hard-
ware modules to suit indi-

vidual remote applications.
The modules include GSM to

landline wireless, stereo/mono ISDN, stereo or dual -mono POTS
plus new 1FB and telephone talkback caller facilities.

What the judges had to say:
"The stereo capability is impressive."

"Its ability to communicate with other brands of POTS
code cs adds to its versatility."

888-211-6989; fp 317-913-,c615; www.tieline.com: sales@nielin3.00111

Rotating rack system
Middle Atlantic Products

WR series: This series consists of a
detachable rack frame that is
housed in its own protective host
enclosure. Installers can roll the
rack out and rotate it 60 degrees for
easy access to rear equipment con-
nections. Off -site integration and
testing of AN equipment in the
detachable rack frame reduces la-
bor and simplifies the installation.
The roll out, rotating design of the
series saves a minimum of six
square feet of space per bay. In
addition, the rack system is gang -
able allowing installers to maximize
room space. Ample laser knockouts on
the side of the rack allow ganging of multiple
racks and cable pass -through between each. Slots
in the upper rack frame accommodate Velcro ties and the rack
frame features pre -punched rackrail brackets for built-in
cable mananement.

What the judges had to say:
"A perfect idea lb, tight installations."

"This could provide new-found rack space in an
existing installation."

973-133-1E11; to 973-839-1976; www.niddleatlanticcom; sai3s@ middleathntimm

1-888-SHIVELY
www shivety.corn

When Millcreek Broadcasting
set out to build a master panel antenna

and combiner facility
to accomodate elever stations,

they chose

Shively Labs
... again!

1

photo by Kewin Terry

18 June 2004 Aiww.beradic.com



The New
MASTER IN 1 IL

CONTROL
XV

Three more reasons to
make the switch!

Internet Voice Tracking"
Use top talent from across
town or around the world.

-741111111111.111111111111111111M1
-SUR

I1J

24 Hour Support
The average RCS support call is
answered by a real human being in 12.5
seconds.* If you have a question, we've
got the answer no matter what time.

Frorn 1nterna.1 docu-ne-lt (12/1/02 - 11/30/03) hued or 27.075 alb.

Living Log
No more copying log out and
into the studio. All schedule
changes are immediate.

111111111=111MImmom
.,11111111

MIR

See the difference, hear the difference, get the best!

Master Control is Selectornsmart.
For live -assist, automation, satellite,
Internet and remote broadcasting.

25th Anniversary Internet Votre Tracking, /s protected by US Patent 6,223,210

Call, click or email now:
914-428-4600

info@rcsworks.com
wwwscsworks.com/howitworks



HITSpectrum analyzer
Rohde & Schwarz
FSH3:This spectrum analyzer
provides signal measure-
ments from 100kHz to 3GHz.

The available measurement functions are
suited for mobile radio base stations, on -
site fault location in RFcables, IBOC mea-

surements or lab applications. It can
operate for four hours on battery pow-

er,or can operate on an ac supply. As
many as 100 traces and setups can
be stored in the unit. The analyzer
includes software to store, review
and compare data.

What the judges had to say:
"A powerful instrument in a small size."

"The portability and accessories make this stand out."

301-459-8800: fax 301-459-2810; wwwtsd.de

Ultra -compact mixer
Henry Engineering

Studiodrive: This stereo audio mixer
fits in the drive bay area of any PC. It
features six inputs (one mic and five
line), and has on -air and sound card
outputs. Sources can be mixed for a
live broadcast or recorded and edited
on the PC. There is also a built-in
telephone coupler, a mix -minus output and provision for remote
mic control.The monitorsystem features automatic muting when
the mic is on, plus control of on -air warning lights.

What the judges had to say:
"A good set of mixer functions in a tiny space."

"The logic functions and phone coupler make it suitable
for use even outside a PC case."

626-355-3656: fax 626-355-1077: www.henryeng.com: info@henryeng.com

Web -based remote control
Broadcast Tools

WRC-4: Providing remote
control, this system offers
a built-in Web server with
non-volatile memory 10/
100baseT Ethernet port,
four channels of 10 -bit
analog inputs with a large monitoring range,TTL-compatible digital
inputs, SPST relays, open collector outputs, front -panel status in di-
cators and a single front panel temperature sensor. The product is
supplied with removable screw terminals for connections and
loaded with a generic Web page that may be edited by the end user.
The remote control works with dynamic or static IP addresses.
Multiple units may be used with a user -provided Ethernet hub.

r
t t nylOCCINILII" wobEk,od,f.1--'-0-06

nlf

8110.1 burr 1111.11ws      
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What the judges had to say:
"A new and convenient way to access a remote site."

"Another clever solution to a common need."

877-250-5575: fax 360454-9479; vivivilloadcastfookcam: bti@twoadcastfools.com

Multi -channel IBOC Audio
The continued search for the killer app of IBOC appears to be

emerging. While there are audio improvements in the digital
transmission over theanalogsystem, it is still considered by many
to be a replacement technology and not an enhancement. Multi-
channel sound enhances the aural experience for the listener.

Three demonstrations of multi -channel audio for FM IBOC were
displayed at the convention. Two were examples of 5.1 surround
sound. Neural Audio and Harris showed one system in the Harris
booth, while Omnia Audio provided demonstrations of a Fraunhofer
encoder in a private suite. In addition, Harris demonstrated the
Tomorrow Radio project, which was a partnered effort between
Harris, NPR and Kenwood.

These technology applications show the potential flexibility that
the IBOC data strean can provide and have been recognized for a
Technology Honor f-om the Radio magazine Pick Hits judges.

Music Master

Where is Your Weakest Link?

Is your on -air product riding on obsolete DOS -based technology?
Haven't found Windows -based music scheduling software that can do the job yet?

We can help!
Contact us for a FREE demo 1-800-326-2609

www.mmwin.com

20 June 2004 www.beradio.com



SAS Connected Digital Network'

Rubicon Control Surface

32k0 Digital Audio Router

RIOLiik" Remote I/O

mai - I

7 ,
j ,

Jr

1

See us at NAB
Radio/Audio Hall
Booth #N3705

AT LAST, A BOARD GEEKS AND JOCKS CAN BOTH DROOL OVER.

Fact is, SAS packs so much sophistication

and capability into the depths of the new
Rubicon.' control surface that even the most

intensive major market

programmer or board
operator will swoon. Yet
Rubicon is so intuitive, so

comfortable, so easy to

use, the weekend intern is

sure to sound like a pro.
Here's why:
Frequently used

controls are always
right at the operator's

MItiMINUS
Pripet -ant I
Off -Line

Pecordt '

PoF PrS I
Setif L

fingertips. And for the power -user,

the SAS multi -function "dynamic

control matrix" provides quick
access to deeper capabilities. In

other words, Rubicon has a bucket -

load of features for the simplest

or most complex of broadcast -

related tasks.

And should you think form
to precede function, you'll find
Rubicon's clean, easy -to -under-

stand interface wrapped up
within a custom -configured,

drop -dead gorgeous frame.

Best of all, Rubicon is engineered by
the. brand synonymous with the finest in
digital audio routing and network design.
When it comes to quality and reliability,
our name is
al. over rubicon

Come see for yourself Rubicon's brains
arid beauty, power and performance.

It'll be love at first sight.

Engineering great Wig'

SIERRA
AUTOMATED
SYSTEMS

For more information call 1.818.840,6749,
email soles©sasaudio.com or visit www.sasaudio.com.



Automated profanity elimination
Enco Systems
Guardien: This automated profanity elimination and spoken word logging system for radio broad-
casters is a two rack -unit device with stereo balanced analog and AES/EBU inputs and outputs. It

features contact closures for control of external devices or alert mechanisms. The unit delays and
monitors the air signal,looking for objectionable words,and when it finds them,mutes or bleeps them automatically. Then
the Guardien logs the event, along with an audio clip, for future reference. The list of objectionable words can be edited
and modified manually or through automatic means.

What the judges had to say:
"Its ability to update its own dictionary is amazing"

"A highly practical application with the current attention to indecency."

000-362-6197: fax 248-827-4441: www.enco.com: support@enco.com

The Broadcast Industry's FIRST

 A....immg

6 -channel UNcom ressed Di ital STL

III
....... -- ...cr.

FORWARD
REFLECTED

VSWR II

TF1. OH TAL SR TRANSMITTER

0 0

on

1110110.

MODEL460 DIGITAL STL TRANSMITTER

IMOITAL STL RECEIVER

0 0

MODEL467 DIGITAL 511. RECEIVER

Advanced Technology, Only From TFT

6 UNcompressed Program Channels, maximum

PC Configurable from Front Panel for Frequency, I/O, Alarms, LCD

Supports 48, 44.1, as well as 32 ks/s Sample Rates

256 QAM, 64 QAM, 16 QAM Modulation

AES/EBU or Analog I/O - Built -In Sample Rate Converters

Major/Minor Alarms on both Transmitter and Receiver

3.125 kHz Step Size

Phone: (+1)408-943-9323
FAX: (+1)408-432-9218

www.TFTlnc.com e-mail: info@tftinc.com
1953 Concourse Drive. San Jose, CA 95131

RF safety analyzer
Narda Safety
Test Solutions
SelectiveRadiationMeterSRM-3000:
A hand-held selective measuring de-
vice for safety analysis
of RFand microwave
electromagnetic
fields, the unit mea-
sures the field expo-
sure that is produced
by individual services
and assesses the results
in accordance with the
applicable standards.
The SRM consists of a
basic unit and a mea-
surement probe, which
evaluates the results on
site. The basic unit con-
tains a spectrum ana-
lyzer for the frequency
range 100kHz to
3GHz. It can
be operated
using a triax-
ial prob(
from Narda
or in combi-

-
DEC
our:
nu:

nation with
measurement antennas. The triaxial
probe allows isotropic measurements
in the range from 80MHz to 3GHz,
covering FM radio up to the W-CDMA
and UMTS services. The unit and
probe are battery -operated and por-
table. The unit can also be used as a
conventional RF spectrum analyzer
for general field strength measure-
ments.

What the judges
had to say:

"An affordable way to verify
signal levels."

"The various functions enhance
its usefulness."

+49 -7121-9732-25: fax +49-7121-9732-90

www.narda-sts.de;supportgnarda-sts.de

22 June 2004 www.heradio.com



your broadcasts to new heights

101010101010101010101010101010101010101010101010101010101C1C,
10010101010101010101010101010101010101010101010
1010101010101010101

EXPAND COVERAGE, IMPROVE RELIABILITY AND REACH NEW AUDIENCES WITH SATELLITE.
Increasingly, broadcasters and program producers are looking UP to discover the benefits of satellite for
delivering audio, video and data content to owned -and -operated stations, affiliates and cable headends-
across the street or across the country. At NPR Satellite Services', our comprehensive satellite solutions
provide affordable and reliable coverage of all 50 U S. states, Mexico and the Caribbean. From space
segment and equipment to engineering design and ongoing support, we provide everything needed to get
your content UP there, to help you spread the word down here. To find our more, call NPR Satellite Services
at 202.513.2626-and discover some very down-to-earth value.

npr
satellite
services

WWW.NPRSS.ORG/BE ALWAYS ON.



Digital broadcast
monitor
Dovetail Sciences
DBM-300: All setup and local
operation of this monitor is

performed using the LCD display with an integrated
touch screen. The unit is

tuned to the desired center
frequency and displays the

spectrum at theselected frequen-
cy span. Audio demodulation of

the center frequency is also provid-
ed. Spectrum capture of a single
channel bandwidth or a wider fre-
quency span to include adjacent

itsignals. The detected audio can
also be saved in digital format.
Spectral and audio captures may
be programmed at user -defined
start, stop and interval times. Data
is stored in a large internal memory, providing for long periods

of unattended operation. The unit also features the ability to
display captured data.

What the judges had to say:
"A digital replacement of the traditional

analog meter and more."
"The added capabilities greatly enhance its usefulness."

610-264-01I1 fax 6102648901: twavulovafahciam

Digital STL transmitter/receiver
TFT

460/467: A new addition to the STL product family, this unit offers
six uncompressed program channels and a data channel to meet
the requirements of consolidated operations. The digital STL
consists of a transmitter and receiver pair that accommodates as
many as three
AES/EBU in-
puts or as
many as six
discrete au-
diochannels.
The transmit-
ter providesa
2W output and delivers them uncompressed in a configurable
digital method to the receiver. Sample rates of 32-,44.1- and 48kHz
are supported. The RF system is frequency agile and set by software
in the transmitter and receiver. The transmitter and receiver can be
remotely controlled over an Internet or LAN connection. The 460
transmitter features six channels uncompressed, analog I/0s and
3.125kHz step size. The receiver offers a threshold sensitivity of
84dBm for 256 QAM, analog output levels at -10 to +8dBm and
analog audio outputs at 60011 balanced.

What the judges had to say:
"This makes sense with shared studio

and transmitter facilities."
"Six uncompressed channels is a great way to go."

800-347-3381 fax 408-432-9219; www.thinc.com; dparker@thinc.com

,,,e/

ellite Automation
ufs!

No one does
satellite automation better!

 News

 Talk

 Sports

 Music

Sound local and live
24 hours a day

24 June 2f.04 www.beradio.com
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WHAT'S YOUR DATA DILEMMA?
 Adding RDS?

 Installing a remote server?

 Changing remote control/telemetry?

 Need security and surveillance?

Lanlink is a bi-directional Ethernet and RS -232 serial data
link operating in the license -free 900 MHz ISM band.

And it is so close to the 950 MHz STL band you can duplex
into your existing antenna system.

Network your processing and even add Internet and email
at the transmitter site tool

Let the digital STL experts at Moseley help you solve your
data dilemma.

1.11111. NK
LAN EXTENDER/DATA LINX

CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Dave Chancey 805-968-9621 ext. 213
Bill Gould 978-373-6303

Moseley
www.mose.eysb.com



On -air phone system
Cornrex
STAC6 and STAC 12:These Stu-

dio Telephone Access Cen-
ters (STAC) for listener lines,

talk shows and call -in segments
incorporate two digital hybrids
handling up to four callers. It is
offered in six and 12 phone line
versions with the ability to up-
grade in the field. The control
surface supports unique produc-

er and screener configurations. IP-based call screening and
control is embedded, enabling operation from virtually anywhere.
It includes an auto -attendant with message, built-in call screener
iihosting and support of as many as four control surfaces.

94;k4 -
HIT

What the judges had to say:
"The built-in screener ability makes this stand out."

"Easy to learn to operate, with obvious attention
to the end -user's needs."

000-231-1778:fax978-784-1117:wwitinissmaciisOcumema

Digital STL
Broadcast

Electronics
Big Pipe:This scal-
able, bidirectional
studio -to -transmitter link can transport up to 45Mb/s of data as
analog and digital audio,HD Radio data, Ethernet,serial data and
telephony. Data formats can be interchanged via a wireless or
wireline path. Key product features include hot-pluggable mod-
ules for upgrades or repair; 45Mb/s bidirectional point-to-point
radios for wireless applications and network access units avail-
able in DS3, OC-3C or OC-12C.

IMMUNE -1331111=11111111

WEI

What the judges had to say:
"This is one heck of a piece of equipment."

"It costs less than other systems for the same functions."

217-224-9600:lax 217-224-9601:wshdasuut hicastehdcastcom

FM broadcast analyzer
Microgen Systems
TS9000: This analyzer provides
broadcast measurements through
a USB interface that allows for on -
site and mobile monitoring. The unit
samples the multiplex signal at 240kHz
at 12 -bit precision, with all measurements and calculations per-
formed by Windows software. Modulation power is calculated with
32 -bit floating-point precision. It covers the FM band from 87.5MHz
to 108MHz in 10kHz steps. The unit includes a baseband FFT
spectrum analyzer covering 10Hz to 100kHz. With a dynamic range
of 90dB and a resolution of 10Hz, the unit can analyze the multiplex
signal or be used as a stand-alone audio analyzer using the external
BNC input.

What the judges had to say:
"A ton of features and capabilities in a tiny package."

"The versatile measurements really make this unique."

+44 208 5409992; fax +44 208 5419994

wwsksksivamisse.cosigia@bramkasboutususe

P

Dual -feed IBOC Antennas
Long-term operating ett ic iency along" ith iceal compatibility

performance is :he reason the Pick Hits judges honored this new "!
technology. Ideal compatibility within a recever (digital signal
back into a stat ons own analogsignalt is achiev ed when both
signals have 10E n:ical radiation patterns from :he transmitter site.
Dual -feed FM a Ye-Inas. like nose from ERI, Dielectric and
Shively, bring z:n opportunity for efficient digital operation while
ensuring mated coverage betv-een a stations' existing analog and
the digital adci:ion. An additional, separate ow -pow er digital feed
excites the same 3r interwoven bays of a dua -teed antenna v ithout
the large power losses of high-lewl combining. While the cost ot the
new antenna ma! offset the initi a capital say ngs for a much smaller
digital transmit er, the cost of operation will be greatly reduced when
compared to the high-level metiod. Dual-f?ed antennas have the
disadvantage of additional wind load, so stations must apply the
technology jud cousk.

FMEIN /0'4 encoder
ign- The standard
- The encoder that never stops evolving...

Song titles and artist information
can be automatically wrapped
around with text

Text can be centered, customized
and configured through a new
HTML web page

An internal scheduler can display
messages at user specified
times of day

Call now to get
your free firmware version__,7.

upgrade your riv11380 FTP!

www.audemat-aztec.com North Miami Beach,FL USA
tei +1 :305) 692 7555 fax +1 [305) 682 2233 - ussales@auderrat-aztec RAudemat-Aztec

BroadcastingInnovation

26 June 2004 www.beradio.com



LEDtronics LEDs Put the Status in Status Indicators.
LEDs and LED Lamps for All Your Control Panels.

Every Size. Every Shape.

Discrete LEDs

*
385mm LEDs with Spacers Spider LED

1 3mm
Multichip

41°. 2x5mm
Rectangular

4
20mm Big Dome

OP 3mm
Cylindrical

Direct Incandescent Replacement.

Based LED Lamps

StackLED
15mm SC/DC Bayonet

All
9mm

Miniature Bayonet

.,

S6
Candelabra

Teleslide

3mm Sub -Midget
Flange

9mm
Miniature Bayonet

Wedge Based
9mm/5mm

5mm
Midget Flange

Today's Precision Technology.

SMT LEDs

Infrared 805 603 2mm AXIAL

Low -Cost. Snap -In. Relampable.

Panel Mount LEDs

Relampable
Socket Cartridge

3/8" (9.5mm) Mtg. Dia.

\

Relampable LED 1/2"
(12.7mm) Mtg. Dia.

0

PFSO Series
1/2" (12.7mm)
Snap -in LEDs

Bi-pin Cartridge

16/22/30mm
Relampable Panel

Mount LEDs

Snap -in Panel
Mount All Sizes

Made to Meet Your Application.

Custom LED Products

Back Lighting
LED Clusters Flexible

Path
Lighting

LEDs

411064111°4116P CB LED

41b Light Bars

Low -Current.

PCB Indicators

5mm 3mm
Bi-Level Tri-Level

Bargraphs

3mm
Quad -Level Right Angle Right Angle

5mm 3mm

100.000 Hour LED Life  High Shock and Vibration Resis-ant  80 - 90°. More Energy -Efficient
Than Incandescent Lamps  Solid -State Construction  Colorfast  Fast Response Time

TRONICS, INC.
THE FUTURE OF LIGHT
Ln 150 .9001 Ilagmlefed Company

231105 Kashiwa Court. Torrance. CA 90505
Phone: (800) 579-4875 or (310) 534-1505
Fax: (310) 534-1424
E-mail: webmaster@ledtronics.com
We Dsite: http://www.ledtronics.com



Signal generator
Broadcast Electronics

XPI 10:This HD Radio signal generator is installed at the
studio, rather than the transmitter,to reduce STL band-
width and repurpose more of the existing equipment

when implementing HD Radio. Key product features include integrated Ethernet
connectivity; an integrated GPS receiver; graphical touch -screen interface; interface connections for main program audio,

secondary audio,program-associated data for main and secondary channels and advanced data application; and integrated audio
synchronization and automated bypass functions.

What the judges had to say:
"Creating the IBOC signal at the studio simplifies the path to accommodate audio audio processing, PAD and other features."

"This keeps the first step of the IBOC chain at the studio where it belcngs."

211-224-9600; fax 217-224-9607; www.bdcastcom; bdcast@bOcast.com

Digital audio splitter
Aphex Systems

148: The t/2 rack unit can split
eight channels (four pairs) of
digital audio into 32 channels (16 pair) through the 15 -pin D connectors. It can be
mounted in a rack alone or in pairs with the Aphex 44-008SA rack kit. The splitter

incorporates 20dB of saturated gain to better square the input signal and can be internally
configured for 11051 balanced or 7551 unbalanced operation. Connections are made via
DB15 connectors. It supports sample rates up to 192kHz and has an internal power supply

What the judges had to say:
"Quality specs at an incredibly affordable price."

"Utilitarian function in a compact size."

81B -167-292B; fax 81B-767-2641; www.aphex.com; sales@aphex.com

MEASURING THE DIFFERENCE
in Digital Audio Cable

Performance...
The critical link in digital audio

interfacing, Gepco 11012
twisted -pair and 7512

coax feature exacting
impedance, bandwidth, and
attenuation specifications
to deliver low -jitter, minimal
pulse rounding, and
exceptional performance in

high -resolution. digital
audio systems.

 Precision 11012 or 7512 Impedance
 25MHz Bandwidth for 192kHz Sampling Rates
 Low -Jitter
 Minimizes Pulse -Rounding
 Multi -pair Designs up to 24 Pairs

mallraPEPCO
INTERNATIONAL, INC

140..

110t,

80

CHARACTERISTIC
IMPEDANCE

N'itliPelicleteureinembe

TRANSMITTING CLARITY
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NAB2004
Pick Hits

Rules
1. Products must be new anti rot

shown a- a previous NAB Sprirg Ccn-
vention. In some cases, distingu shing
new product from a modified ol ier one
s diff cu t. For "Pick Hits" purposes.
new product is one with a new mode'
number or des gnatior.

2. Products must have some positive
effect on the i vendee user's eweyda}
work. 'Apes search for equipmmt n-
-ended for use 311 a regular basis. Pred-
icts should provide new solutiors tc
common problems.

3. Products must offer sulmtantia
mprc-vemertt over previous tec Yto o-
gy. UniqJe circuit architecture need no:.
be included, but some new appich or
applicati on must be involved in the prcd-
ict's des gri.

4. The price of the product must be
within react a' its intended users. The
.udges seek products appropriate tc
wide rarge of facilities.

5. The prodtcts must be availaole for
urchase witnin the 2004 calencz r wear

Equ iprnent m is: be on d splay on thesnow
-loor, currently tor immi iently) in produc-
:ion, and sorne type of product I Feratere
:mist be availaLle. Judges take the exhib-
tor's wod on awailabili:y dates. Products
-iemonstated in private showi ngs do no:
quality.

6. The Pick Flits Judges opera:e inde-
oencently from one another and semair
nonymous to -everyone including other
udges until the selection meetir g. This
ensures thatthe produc-s chosen are -Jul}
-epresemative of the industry, tat the
udges were not persuaded in any way
and that the entire selection procim is as
'air as possib e. The judge's identities are
3ublished in the June 2004 issue

7. The editorial oaf of Radio maga-
zine serves on 'y as a moderator it ring
-he Thal selection prccess and has no
of uence or decisior in deteirrining

-.he winrers.
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RBDS Applications
A( cfp-oducts that serve a purpose almost foisotten in radio, the

re-emergence RDS/RBDS products has been gratifying to those in
the indis-ry wno believed in its potential and toiled to make the technology viable since its U.S. introduction in 1994.
Admitted y. satellite radio's recent promotion of an artist and title display was an instigating force. Tnere are new potential
applicatersthat are now driving the further deployment and development of this existing data broadcasting technology. One factor that has
consisterchthEripered RBDS was the small number manufacturers of equipment and the dearth of experts who knew how to implement it.
New co Tri3lies, such as Broadcast Warehouse, are releasing RBDS products (the RDS2), and companies that never stopped producing RDS
equ ipment have released new and exciting RBDS products: the Audemat/Aztec FMX480 and 410, the Inovonics Model 510 and 712 encoders
for example_ Cedicated leaders at companies li ke The New Radio Experience, Stratos Audio and athers have been promoting the exciting
and potertiall} revenue -generating uses and are offering expertise and guidance in the use of this dzta. It is through teaching the industry how
to maxim zethis relatively slow data stream that the Pick Hits judges have awarded this Technology Honor to these efforts. The experiences
gained here will help develop applications for the higher -speed data services available with I BOZ.

NAB2004
Pick Hits
Judges
Bud Aiellb,CIBNT
Direchr of Engineering Technology
NPR
Washington, DC

Mae Cooney, CIME
Direchr of Engineering/IT
Entercom Kansas City
Kansas City

BIN Cregban, CPBE
Chief Zngiceer
Lotus Broadcasting Las Vegas
Las Vegas

Steve Raker
Director of Engineering
Cox Orlando
Orlandc

Me& Nemphrey, CPBE CBNT
Chief Ergineer
Radio OnePhiladelphid
Ph i ladelph a

Gary Kelm CSRE CBNT
Corpo,ate Director of Engineering
Cumulus B oadcasting
Lafayette, N

Kest Brouwer, COME
Director of Engineering
Radiovisa
Sherman Caks, CA

Andy laird, CPBE
VP Ratio Engineering
Journal Brcadcast Group
Milwaukee

Millord Sada
Vice Pesioent/Radio Engineering
Greater Media
East Brunswick, NJ

Barry Thomas, CPBE, CBNT
Vice P-eshoent of Engineering
Westw cod One Radio Networks
New lin-k

r

Creative Studio Solutions, Inc. -

Solving The lategrafion Puzzle
EXCELLENCE: Award Winning
Design/Integration

VERSATILITY: Multi -Studio Complexes
to SingleLStudio Upgrades

CUSTOMER SERVICE: 24/7 Customer
Support Hod ne

INNOVATION: Finding the Best Solution
for our Clients' Requirements

IMAGINATION: Knowing that Art
and Engineer ng are never far apart

KOSI On -Air Studio - Entercom Cbmmunications - Denver

CREATIVE STUDIO SOLUTIONS, INC.
www.CreativeStudoSolutions.com

Phone: 303.425.5004
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several years of de-
clining attendance, the

AB Convention is making
a comeback. Overall, opinions of the
convention are positive.With radio ad sales
forecasts looking good, several new technolo-
gies showing actual progress and an increase
in attendance, exhibitors and attendees
agreed that it was a successful convention.
Our NAB Convention review includessev-
eral sections, which cover the various
aspects of the convention, from the
sessions to the exhibit floor to the talk
in the aisles.

It's a four -day

convention,

but the events,

meetings and sessions

spill over into an entire

week of activities.

16

Q

e

The Radio magazine Pick Hits

Convention overview

Overview of IBOC

Inside the PREC

NAB Jackpot
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"Logitek gives me the capabilities I want."

First Broadcasting Corpora
Sacramento, CA First Broadcasting

Console Configurations

2 Logitek Audio Engines,
networked

6 analog I/O cards
72 inputs & outputs

4 digital I/O cards
32 stereo inputs & outputs

2 SharcAttack multi-DSP
processing cards for EQ,
dynamics processing
and more

2 .M -- iz consoles-I - -

"For audio consoles, I always choose the Logitek
Audio Engine with the Numix control surface.

I believe it's a product that gives a lot of bang for the buck. Its mix -minus
capabilities and ease of use make it a real winner, and it looks great. We
have used this board in both on -air and production rooms in many radio,
TV aid Webcasting facilities in two states, and I have never had any
off -air time, EVER!"

- Jay Rose, CE  JRBE Inc.

Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.
5622 Edgemoor
Houston, TX 77081 USA 713.664.4470 800.231.5870 www.logitekaudio.com 0 2004 Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.

,

Logitek
Console Router Systems



(MS
NAB2004 overview
By Chriss Scherer, editor

Spirits were high, attendance

was up and the industry

seems to be on an upswing.

4 t 4:01 p.m. on April 22,1 walked through the
convention floor to see smiles all around.
After a fewyears of dwindling attendance and

shrinking exhibit space, the positive tone at the end
of the convention was a welcome sight. NAB2004 will
be remembered as a successful convention.

While the happy feelings are a good sign for the
future, the attendees' practical side regarding the
convention looks to the prominent technology that
wasshown.With this in mind, there were a few areas
of technology that garnered much of the attention.

The big
item, plain
and simple,
was IBOC. Like it
or hate it, there
were plenty of ex-
hibits that had some
tie to IBOC. Transmitters,
antennas and STLs are the
obvious part, but IBOC has ties from
the studio and data side as well. (And John Battison looks into
elsewhere in this convention review)

For digital audio,the integration of the console and facility router
appears to be complete. There are more systems than ever before,
and many of the manufacturers have several models, options and
configurations from which to choose. This shows that it is a mature
technology. Even the stand-alone console manufacturers were
exhibiting new digital implementations.

IT PAYS TO KNOW WHO LIVES NEXT DOOR
ABC Satellite Services realizes just how important the right community is

to our customers. That's why we offer all the service, support, flexibility and
technology yo4.scould ever need under one roof.

abc SATELLITE
For more information on how you can live next door call: 212-456-5801
fax 212-456-5807 or visit our website: www abcsatelliteservices com

NAGRA ARES-PII
The NAGRA ARES-PII records
mono/stereo PCM linear or
compressed files onto PCMCIA ATA
or Compact Flash cards. Linear
recording up to 48kHz (stereo) and
compressed recording up to 384kb/s
(stereo). The unit offers a built-in
speaker, separate line and headphone
outputs, powering option for 48V
Phantom microphones, line input,
and auto record function. Operation
made simple with 4 sets of settings
templates.

Please visit www.nagrausa.com
for more information.

Nagra USA, Inc. 800 813-1663
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On the automation side, the ability to store, manipulate
and deliver program -associated data saw a heightened
interest. Some of this is because of the enhanced service
capability of IBOC, but it is also due to the renewed
interest in RBDS. While some of the RBDS discussion
focused on scrolling PS information,the general inter-
est-largely due to the large station owners imple-
menting RBDS-is high. Consumer radios were qui-
etly introduced to the market, and now that owners
and general managers see the data on a competing

station, everyone must have it.
In addition to RBDS, another

form of radio data made a show-
ing. The ability to for a station

interact with listeners has always
held an attraction, but it has long

eluded stations. With the proliferation
of mobile phones and especially the abil-
ity to send text messages, radio may have
found the portable return path to match
the portable transmission medium. One
example of this is RCS Mobile from RCS. By
connecting listeners with the station, an
increased awareness of radio may serve
both sides well.

Watch your language
The most prominent topic anywhere at

the convention had to be indecency. While
politicians ranted about indecency, sta-
tions were on their best behavior and tread
lightly while the watchful eyes were present.

So while indecency was the buzz word,
the attention turned to profanity delays as
the solution. While final decisions are
made about how to define indecent mate-
rial, manufacturers seized the opportunity
to update existing technology.

A profanity delay in its basic form is
nothing new. But with the faster pace of
station programming, the ability to handle
a faster and more plentiful barrage of ver-
bal offenses has a new importance. The
traditional seven seconds of delay is no
longer enough. The new minimum is 20
seconds with the ability dump the unwant-
ed material several times in that window.

Delay hardware still makes the mark in
addressing this. Air Tools, a relative new-
comer to the delay game, showed the 6000
and 6100 delays. Building on the increased
attention, Eventide's familiar BD500 is now
available with up to 40 seconds of delay
time. MDO displayed the Arse, a software
program that offers up to 30 seconds of
delay time. But the time doesn't stop there.
Several new devices were shown to han-
dle longer delay times.

By combining the recording time of a
logger and adding on -the -fly editing capa-
bilities. the next wave of profanity delays

removes the potential time constraint. With this in
mind, Prophet Systems showed the Content Check,
and OMT Technologies reintroduced Mdelay.

Finally, if the human element of catching all the
potential on -air blunders is too risky Enco Systems
pooled its technology to create Guardien, which
can automatically remove words from speech in
near real time. Personally, I found it amusing to
openly discuss profanity and test the software by
uttering words that would embarrass even the most
open-minded individuals.

X 10:
Hey, where's thePi signal generator?

The new BE XPi 10 Exporter installs the HD Radio
,ignal generator at the studio, rather than the

-Na" transmitter. Why? To reduce STL bandwidth and
repurpose more of your existing gear when you imple-
ment HD Radio. The XPi 10 lets you take advantage of

the revenue -producing opportunities of HD Radio, such as Advanced
Application Services (AAS - the cool stuff on the receiver screens)
and secondary audio service. Contact us for details on how the
XPi 10 gives you mere HD Radio migration choices, protects your
equipment investment from obsolescence, and saves you money.

Program Generation B Bata Be, J1

I=E

transaustun

Broadcast Electronics. Inc.  4100 North 24th Street, P.O. Box 3606. Quincy, Illinois 62305-3606
U.S.A.Telephone: (217) 224-9600  Fax: (217) 224-9607  E -Mail: bdcast@bdcast.com

th,BL *,,t1 AudioVAHL- rt-glsiew,1 tr,4,1.11,,irlo, of Broad, .,,t ,,. Tr

HI) R.1(11,, r, r,,f1 -
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IBOC at NAB2004
By John Battison

/t would not be correct to say that IBOC was
on everybody's lips at NAB, but there was
considerable interest in it. There seems to be

a hurry -up -and -wait attitude for many stations at
this point.

Transmitter manufacturers were on the ball and
most of them had floor models to show or planned
to produce IBOC transmitters shortly. Some of the
equipment on the convention floor is already sec-
ond generation, showing that there are some strong
commitments to IBOC.

Broadcast Electronics showed the FSI 10, IBOC
signal generator. It provides correct delay for
matching of analog and IBOC paths and encoding
of the IBOC digital signal. It can be used with the FXI
60/250 series digital FM exciter and the IBOC plug-
in card. Depending on the user's requirements it will
produce an FM plus IBOC output for low level

combining systems, or IBOC only, for use in high-level combined
operation. In addition, Broadcast Electronics unveiled the XPI10,
which splits the IBOC generator from the exciter,allowing the IBOC
signals to be generated at the studio. See more on this in the Pick
Hits article on page 16. Broadcast Electronics also showed the ASI
10 AM IBOC signal generator.
Harris demonstrated its two projects with multichannel IBOC

audio. One demonstration showed the Tomorrow Radio system
that has been developed by Harris, Kenwood and NPR. I detailed
this system in the March issue of Radio magazine. While Tomorrow
Radio allows for two separate audio streams to be transmitted,
another demonstration with Neural Audio showed a 5.1 -channel
surround sound application using a Kenwood radio installed in a
Hummer. While only some of the program material played was in
full surround, this demonstration showed that it is possible to
provide more than just a stereo audio signal with IBOC.

A third multichannel demonstration was shown in private ses-
sions by Omnia Audio. Omnia demonstrated technology from
Fraunhaofer in a suite in the Hilton. Those who attended the
demonstration were impressed by it.

On the hardware side, Harris unveiled the MinHD transmitter,
which covers power ranges from lOW to 600W.

Nautel has unveiled several IBOC offerings.TheJazz.11000 is a 1 kW
AM transmitter in a 19 -inch rack mount package. It uses direct digital
synthesis (DDS) to produce logic -level RF drive and modulation
encoding.The J1000 has provision for six pre-set RF power levels.

The Virtuoso 10 (V10) is a 10kW FM IBOC transmitter that
uses a linear, adjustable bias, broadband design. It is capable of

the most POPULAR furniture lines ever.,,,,

new for 2003
... all plastic surface & trim design
... modular for flexibility
... highest quality materials
... precision crafted
... professional features
... many options available

This new studio furniture line is engineered for studio decors
where non -wood trims are a design goal. Available in a wide
variety of colors, this furniture will complement any size market
application. The modular design enables the furniture to be
ordered in almost any configuration that can be imagined.

only $2,995
call 970-461-0730 ext 329

systems.com 70 481 7

-11MMONMIMIIII\
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System diagram of split-
level combining.

as much as 3.2kW digital,
7.7kW hybrid or I I kW
analog operation.

The Maestro M50 is a
50W direct -to -digital ex-
citer for FM and IBOC. DSP

and field -programmable
gate array (FPGA) tech-
nology enable direct con-
version of the audio source to the low-
level FM signal.The exciter accepts data
from Nautel's NE IBOC generator to pro-
duce either a hybrid or all -digital HD
Radio signal.

Continental Electronics, having recently
experienced a change in identity to DRS
Broadcast Technology, unveiled a new
solid-state FM transmitter, the 815D5 and
815HD5. In addition, Continental provided
a demonstration of an AM transmitter pro-
ducing DRM digital transmissions.

Analog
Fxcitation

Harris DIGIT CD

Horns Dexstar

Digital
Excitation

Not just transmitters
The IBOC attention was not limited to

transmitters. Developments in antenna
technology were also shown. The Radio
magazine Pick Hits judges even recog-
nized the current work in dual -feed anten-
nas. This work shows that IBOC is a serious
issue with tremendous resources devoted
to making it succeed.

STLs were also being shown to provide
IBOC applications. The Broadcast Elec-
tronics Big Pipe and multichannel offer-
ings from TFT and Moseley were un-
veiled.These address the added need for
audio and data capacity from the studio
to the transmitter.

And finally,one new development in the
transmission chain was shown. A last-
minute addition to the Harris booth was a
discussion of a hybrid combining system
called mid -level or split-level combining.
While specific details were not revealed
because of pending patents, the system
looks to be a practical means to implement
IBOC for many stations. It uses two trans-
mitters to feed a single antenna. One trans-
mitter is an analog -only transmitter with
half the needed analog power.The other
transmitter operates in a low-level com-
bined mode to provide all the digital pow-
er and half the analog power. This system
reduces the wasted power present in a
high-level combined system.

Radio magazine is currently arranging an
article that will fully describe this system

Kr
Splitter

7\-

Timrsmitter

Harris ZriDg: Common
Amp Transmitter

Digital Si3nal

111.111111111M

11111

11.7 31111

Ti F

An ti -In a

Reject IA had

Big Pipe:
This is not your father's STL.
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tic)rlai yr.: r,

and d. Par{

Broadcast Bectronits. Inc.  4100 North 24th Snot P.O. bar 3606. Quincy. Bras 62305-3606 U S A
Telephone: (217)224-9600  Fax (217)224-9607  E -Mal: bdostabdcastrom

Broadcast Electron. Me BE logo and AudroVAUIT are wooed trademarks of ermakast Electrum,
HDItadro n a to rstered trademark ot diKwy ovut Cdcladralmn
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PREC highlights

IBOC and content delivery
By Gordon Carter, CPBE

7--
he annual Public Radio Engineering

Conference (PREC) was held on April 16 and
1 7.The two main topics for the two days were

National Public Radio's rollout of the Content Depot
and Tomorrow Radio, an advanced application of
HD Radio.

All of the sessions on Friday had to do with the
rollout of the Content Depot. The first session was
conducted by a number of NPR staff members, each
concentrating on their own area of expertise. Speak-
ers gave an overview of the Content Depot, from the
process of submitting and acquiring material about
programs, to the receiving technology and finally

interfacing the system to existing
station automation systems. Recom-
mendations were given regarding program
timelines, program clocks and the differences between live programs
and stored programs. Some time was also spent explaining the
differences between the present DACS system and the Content Depot.

After a short break, the sessions moved to more detailed informa-
tion on the system. An explanation of the concepts of program
segments and cueing, file format standards and naming conven-
tions was presented. Examples were given for integrating the
Content Depot receivers with various types of computer networks
and station audio systems.

The day's sessions concluded with a panel discussing various

Burning Up Your Money On Engineering
kdognatabase$ & Maintenance fee0c64441#4?

Let rfSoftware show you how to put out the fire!
01, e.6.11.9a. for

nfInvestigator is one of the most flexible programs of
its type. Set the display and printing colors to suit your
needs. You can display user underlays, LULC and pop-
ulation data, choose which city boundaries and vectors
you wish to include.

Be more thorough by displaying and manipulating
contours for multiple stations simultaneously with our
exclusive "Contour Manager."

See the countour change in real time as the automatic
"DA Design Tool" does its work. Then send the antenna
pattern output directly to the manufacturer.

Version 2.5 is coming soon! It will include many
new features to make your work faster and easier.

kAudemat-Aztec New/

Now rfSoftware is an Audemat-Aztec
dealer. You can display your
Navigator "Mobile Field Strength
Survey in I'fInvestigator

PL4111110
This advanced module allows you to create path -loss files
for propagation analysis in rflnvestigator.

011111110111
Db-Builder is a 'behind -the -scenes" utility program
that downloads data from the FCC website and creates
rfSoftware databases for our various products. With
Db-Builder you will never buy another database!

FREE!
rfProfiler-light gives you a serious STL path analysis tool
that includes a link budget calculator, terrain roughness
calculations and a handy units converter. Register your
copy and receive four blocks of 3 -second terrain data
plus additional features. Download a copy today!

Visit www.rfsoftware,com today!
Call 352-336-7223 for information. rfSoftware, Inc.

On -site Training Available innovative engineering tools
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AUDIO RINGMAIN MONITOR SELECT OFFICE MONITORING

Broadcast Multiple Channels
of Live Audio over any LAN
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The AudioTX Multiplex
Server runs on one or
more PCs and Broadcasts
multiple channels of live
audio.
Each PC can broadcast up to
30 channels..

ATXM FOKOMet .4 -4

Air Install the AudioTX
Multiplex Receiver on
all of your office,

newsroom and even studio PCs.
And they can tune rito any channel
quickly and simply.

(FREE TRIAL VERSION AVAILABLE FOR DOWNLOAD)

email: sales@audiotxmultiplex.com

 Superior replacement
for Audio Ringrrain
or Monitor Select
systems for
office/station
listening.

 Greater capacity and
better flexibility than
RF modulated coax or
multi -pair wi-ed
systems.

 Requ res no additional mbling -
uses your existing computer
network.

 Easily and instantly add extra
listening points or new channels.

 Broadcast quality, low delay
audo - can be tran.rnitied as
MP2, MP3 or uncompressed.

ISDN & IP Codec for your
PC or Laptop
The AudioTX Communicator" software turns your PC or Laptop into
an easy to use, high quality, ISDN Codec - it also connects live
any IP network: LAN, WAN or the Internet.

Compatible with CDQ Prima,
lelos Zephyr and almost all
other ISDN codecs
File playback during live
connections - allows you to
playback pre-recorded WAV files
Curing a live connection

Low-cost, portable software
solution - requires just a standarc
sound card and compatible ISDN
card in your existing PC or Laptop

Also works over any IP-based
network for studio -quality audio
connections and even STLs - from
Ethernet to ATM, leased lines,
satellite or wireless links and even
over the Internet using any high-
speed connection

Live, bi-directional, low delay
audio connections for outside
broadcasts, studio links, voice-
over work, reporting and news -
gathering

Aside° Communicator
Download a FREE, fully working trial version today.

Tel +44 121 256 0200 (GMT) Email: salesPauoioTX.com

f500
$799
699



ways to take advantage of the fea-
tures and capabilities of the Content
Depot on the programming side of
things. Ideas were presented for using
content beyond audio, content local-
ization and improving workflow.

The Saturday sessions began with a pre-
sentation of alternate methods of combining the

Over
946,080,000 seconds

of precision timing

WHEN you require the best, most accurate in precision
timing look only to ESE. Designed for "Precision
Timing", ESE Master Clocks & Accessories have
been the industry standard for over three decades.

Whether using GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal or line frequency
accuracy - all ESE Master Clocks can drive digital or analog
slave clocks, as well as interface with video and/or computer
based systems. Call or visit our web site for more details.

 3 -Year Warranty 

142 Sierra Street  El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Phone: (310) 322-2136 Fax: 310.322.8127

www.ese-web.com

analog and digital
broadcast signals. Har-
ris announced that it
had completed a suc-

cessful on -air test of
split-level combining.
Further sessions pre-

sented the results of on -air
coverage and audio testing

of Tomorrow Radio. The HD
Radio chipset and possible strate-

gies for marketing advanced features
was presented, as were funding options for
public radio stations to implement HD
Radio, and some strategies for program-
ming of Tomorrow Radio.

The afternoon sessions were a bit less
unified in theme. During lunch Jeffrey
Dvorkin, NPR Ombudsman, gave a pre-
sentation entitled Ethics in the Digital Age.
Other afternoon sessions included a pan-
el discussion on crisis event manage-
ment, business implications of new tech-
nologies and some interesting new facil-
ity projects.

The regular sessions ended with a panel
discussion entitled Things We've Discov-
ered about HD Radio. This included two
presentations on the results of Tomorrow
Radio testing, a panel discussion on tech-
nical problems and experiences encoun-
tered while implementing HD Radio, and
finally a discussion of low power HD test-
ing in Los Angeles.

The conference ended with a special
Night -Owl session entitled An Audio Eve-
dition.Bill McQuay,NPR's Surround Sound
and Radio ExpeditionsTechnical Director,
played a selection of some of the best on -
location surround recordings from his
collection. Attendees were invited to bring
their own recordings to hear Tomorrow
Radio first-hand.

Carter is chief engineer of WFMT, Chicago.

Convention

statistics
1,392 Exhibiting Companies

97,544 Total Attendees
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You'll find
"Dielectric
quality"
all over
this tower.

Literally.

"From base to beacon" -
that's the scope of products and services

we provide at Dielectric. It's also the

primary reason why we are the world

leader in Digital Broadcast Technology.

We have the capability to do the job, the

resources to do it right, and the experience

to complete it on -time and on -budget. Put

Dielectric work on your next project and

experience excellence from base to

beacon...and everywhere in between.

1 -866 -DIELECTRIC  www.dielectric.com

Dielectric CENTRAL
;TOWER FLASH KLINE

TOWERS



NAB Jackpot
Field strength meter
Audemat-Aztec

Navigator 007: This portable FM field strength meter offers built-
in modulation metering,stereo pilot monitor and RBDS monitor.
It is delivered with an external GPS receiver for mobile RF survey
on a single FM station. While driving, RF readings and GPS
coordinates are recorded on a laptop. Afterward, results can be
viewed as a text file or can be exported to mapping or predictive
software.The unit is accessed with any terminal program software.
The unit includes a carrying case, 115/230Vac power supply and
vehicle power supply

305-692-7555; fax 305-682-2233

www.audemat-aztec.com; contact@audemat-aztec.com

Audio processor
Orban

Optimod-FM 2300: Key features of this processor include stereo
enhancement,built-in Ethernet and RS -232 serial connectivity, full -
featured remote control through any Windows 2000 or XP PC and
standard AES/EBU digital input/output. The processor is targeted
at small and medium market broadcasters as well as non-commer-
cial and educational broadcasters. Supplied in a compact, one
rack -unit chassis, the processor offers a processing chain that
includes a stereo enhancer, AGC, equalizer, program -adaptive
high frequency enhancer, two -band compressor/limiter, distor-
tion -canceling clipper,overshoot compensator and stereo encod-
er with composite limiting. The main clippers and overshoot
compensator operate at 256kHz sample rate and are anti-aliased.

510-351-3500: fax 510-351-0500: www.othan.cant custseiv@orban.com

Solid-state recorder
Audio Processing Technology
Worldnet Porto: The Worldnet Porto is a hand-held, solid-state
recorder that captures and stores audio in the field. It records
content to a compact Flash card. The card can then be removed
and inserted into a notebook for transfer or editing.

323-463-2963; fax 323-463-8878

www.apix.com; aptmarketing@aptkcom

The Audio Toolbox

ITherkidi0 Toolbox
A.4.
AnahAis
Functions

SYstes
Tools Utilities

r«..s.w 1111111

Olgitoi Audio

O 1
Q: Currently, how do you find a word that is
19 -bits with 164ms of latency in your digital
audio system?
A: 1) I can't... my voltmeter/screwdriver/pen knife/flashlight

combo doesn't seem to be effective enough.

2) Dunno... maybe a good dictionary?

3) With a Digital Audio Toolbox!

Our Digital Audio Toolbox is the only digital audio tester in its price class that is stereo 24-
bit/96k capable, includes all hardware inputs and outputs (including ADAT®), is truly portable
and is very affordable for all sizes of broadcasting stations. Tools include: Jitter Meter, Lock
Tests, Digital Capture, Latency Test, Clock and Sample Counter, Bitscope, Digital Watchdog'",
Digital Distortion Meter, Jitter FFT, Pass Mode and more

For more information about how the Digital Audio Toolbox
can solve audio problems at your station,
please call 888-433-2821 or visit www.TerraSonde.com
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DT -90
Telephone Controlled!

Audio Switcher
4 x 1 Stereo Audio Switcher
Also ....

Listen to selected audio on phone I

Control four independent
momentary/latching relays
Built-in mic --- Listen to
remote location

 Access code
Set number of rings
Convenient plug-in terminal strips

 LED status indicators
1

Conex reliable ... 1 year warranty

www.conex-electro.com

CONEX TEErFs1 1111
1602 Carolina St P 0 Box 67 Bellingham WA c,822
360-734-4323 FAX 360-676-4822
EMAIL conex@conex-electro corn 800-645-1061
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Sound card
Digigram

Mixart HS: The newest member of the Ethersound family, this multichannel sound card features eight
Ethersound inputs and outputs and eight analog inputs and outputs, including four microphone
preamps with phantom power. The system supports simultaneous recording and playback
as well as audio effects, metering, mixing, routing and real-time processing. Options for
MPEG encoding/decoding on the card, sample rate conversion and delay are
available.Th is system offers as many as 64 channels of 24 -bit digital audio at 48kHz,
plus bi-directional control information may be transported to more than 60,000
networked audio devices. The point-to-point transmission time between an audio
input and an audio output in an Ethersound network is six samples (125us at 48kHz).
Latency is independent of the number of channels transmitted.

703-875-9100: fax 703-875-9161; www.digigram.com; input@thgigram.com

Audio leveler
Ward -Beck
Alfa: A card -based system that works with
the company's rack -frame system, this au-
dio leveler offers as many as eight AES
channels of control in a 1RU frame and 20
channels of control in a 2RU frame. Control
can be preset for automatic level adjust-
ment of predetermined levels or dynamic
adjustment via a physical control panel.
Unlike a compressor/expander, this audio
leveler responds slowly to minimize the
potential to change the dynamics of the
signal. Adjustments are made to the long-
term average level of the audio signal. All
parameters of the processor are adjustable.

800-711-2556; fax 416-335-5202

vvwwward-beck.com; wbsitd@mtar.ca

Broadcast studio
Efron Computerized Studios

Studio in a Box: This compact, prefabri-
cated studio fits neatly into a 12' x 12'
footprint. It includes the tools needed to
attach the studio system to the transmitter
system to broadcast. The ergonomic de-
sign is optimized for single -person oper-
ation. The system includes a computer,
Saw Studio Lite software DAW, mixing
console,360 Systems Instant Replay,three
CD players, a dual cassette deck, a Mini
Disc recorder,a DAT recorder,a tuner,ISDN
codec, six -line telephone system, four
Sennheiser mics, four headsets, custom-
built furniture and four executive chairs.

702-349-6212: www.radiofacility.com

SONSINC.
DU KNOW IdE KNON RAO 0'

ANSWER: 'S'IAIO'S HBO '11 elseMl,uoa - Aauon

 28 Years of Personal Service
 Experienced Technical Staff
 New & Rebuilt Audio and RF

 Extensive Rental Fleet
 Rep for 600+ Companies
 Trade-In's Welcomed

WEST COAST CENTRAL MID -SOUTH SOUTH -ATLANTIC
Doug Tharp Be-nie O'Brien Bob Mayben Al Wale
Voice 866-673-9267 Cal 731-695-1714 v)ice 877-391-2550 Vcice/Fex 770-632-1295
Ceh 818-398-7314 berrneoba earthltnk net Fax 256-543-0595 Co/1777-630-9942
dtharprtt san rr com toobmayben a us3 corn ortmealhur a bellsouth.net

NID-WEST
SOUTH-WEST Mary Schnell* NORTH-EAST
Tyler Canis Voice 1-800-245-4307 Jim Peck
Ce0 8- 7-312-6338 Fax 513-583-1343 ...vice 315-623-7655
tylercEllistr integrity corn rnschnelamaryschnellecom :e/1315 -c30-7458

jpeck00- Otwcny.rr.com

CORPORATE SALES OFFICE
PINEVILLE, N.C.

200 Toll FREE 800-438.6040 to
Fax 704-889-4540 Ot

Email sales@scmsinc.com
www.scmsinc.com
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It's Zephyr's 10th Birthda
What clients are saying
about Zephyr Xport and
Zephyr Xstream:

"We do a lot of remotes... we use Zephyr
Xports for about half of our remote broad-
casts. My remote tech tells me 'It doesn't
retrain or drop. The connection is very stable."'

Vie Jester. Market DoE. Radio One, Atlanta

"We sent stereo music and two presenter
microphones into the Zephyr Xstream and
applied basic limiting using the built-in
processor - the mixer is very flexible and
easily configurable, making it simple to set
up in the field."

Ales Lakey. chiej Engineer. Virgin Radio

"Xport's audio quality is outstanding. The
aacPlus algorithm provides great fidelity...
Every hit, the metal sticks hitting each other,
conversations from the field, all were repro-
duced with great clarity over the POTS line."

if!, hod Black WEDS. Genera.?Veil York

"I was wary of using a compressed link, but
the Zephyr Xstream's AAC algorithm is
incredible. The on -air audio is the best
we've ever had ."

James TIIITaville, Chief Engineer.

WAY -FM Media Group

"We were out in the mud [at the Bonnaroo
Music Festival] and the phone line had been
run over by a thousand cars. But the
Zephyr Xport worked great!"

Jake Glatt:. Engineer Sirius .Satellite Radio

"Zephyr Xstream is in a class of its own, the
only codec really worth having for main
broadcast ISDN."
Gmharrr Mdirrrehmr. Senior Sound supenimm: BBC Nel,

Get two award -winning codecs - Zephyr Xstream & Zephyr
Xport POTS - for just $4,995 US MSRP. Add ISDN capability
(with G722 and low delay MPEG AAC-LD coding) to your
Xport for just $399 more, or...

When we first married MP3
to be the most -loved audio c(

more than 10,000 Zephyr c

A birthday this sigr
Birthday I   

6 6 6}ii a6s- You'll g(

of knowi
using inc

coding.

Zephyr Xport with built-in 0
remotes, sporting events, int(

to any POTS phone line for
you'll get stunning audio and

Best of all, you'll receive yo
the special price of just $4,9'
(There are more special Zepl
ask your Telos dealer.) But d
only good through



op

(gut you get the prese
with ISDN in 1993, we had no idea that their offspring would grow up
)dec ever. But it has, and its popularity keeps growing - there are now
odecs in radio stations and production studios around the globe.

tificant deserves a special present, so here it is: the Zephyr 10th
3undle, a complete codec package at a once -in -a -decade price.

!t the best-selling Zephyr Xstream for your studio, and the satisfaction

ing you can make CD -quality ISDN connections to virtually anywhere
lustry-standard MPEG Layer 3 or MPEG AAC
knd for your remote kit, the award -winning
vo channel mixer - perfect for sponsored
!rviews and live appearances. Just plug in

in aacPlusTM link to your Zephyr Xstream;

rock -solid connections.

ur Zephyr 10th Birthday Bundle for
)5 US MSRP - over $1,800 in savings.
lyr bundles to fit specific needs; just
on't delay - this special offer is

30-%, 2OO4

1111Z1111 o 8  8 0  0
e

e

...Upgrade to the Ultimate Remote Bundle: a rack -mount
Zephyr Xstream for the studio and a portable Zephyr Xstream
MXP with 4 -channel DSP mixer and onboard audio processing
by Omnia, for only $7,294 US MSRP.

AUDIO I NETWORKS

telos-systems.com

Telos, the Telos logo, Zephyr, Zephyr Xstream, Zephyr Xport are all registered trademarks of TLS Corporation, 0 2003, TLS Corporation.
All rights reserved. aacPlus (TM) Coding Technologies.



PRE
Chassis connector
Neutrik
XLR Switch:These five -pole XLR
receptacles can be used for
audio, lighting and industrial
purposes and are offered with
vertical PC contacts. Because the

switch is activated when the plug
is inserted, it is possible to indicate,

monitorand control mated connections.
The switch provides open and closed

contact,with a current rating of 100mA and a voltage of 12Vdc.The
A series comes equipped with plastic housing while the B series
has a metal ring for additional RF protection

732-901-9488; fax 732-901-9608; www.neutlik.com; into@neutrikusa.com

RF station monitor
Coaxial Dynamics

81095: This microprocessor -controlled, rack -mounted Watchman
monitor/alarm measures and displays forward and reflected power
simultaneously in 50f2 transmission systems. Using LCD displays it
also provides direct readings of VSWR. It is compatible with the
company's series of 7/8" to 6'/8" line sections and will accept
elements from less than 5W to 100kW full scale from 2MHz to
2.3GHz. Installation consists of the Watchman, a dual -socket line
section and two elements for monitoring forward and reflected
power. The Watchman is supplied with two 25' dc cable assemblies
forconnection to the line section and a 6' ac power cord. An audible
single tone alarm will indicate a system/transmitter malfunction.
Relay contacts are provided for remote alarm and reset switching.

800 -COAXIAL; fax 216-267-3142; www.coaxial.com; sales@coaxial.com

Solid state amplifier
Energy-Onix
SSA-100C,150C,330C and 500C:This compact amplifieroccupies5'/t"of 19" rackspace.The unit's full metering front panel indicates voltages
and currents of all pallets, as well as forward and reflected power outputs. Protected against VSWR, high temperature and overdrive-
foldback circuitry automatically reduces RF drive when VSWR exceeds 1.5:1. Protection circuits turn the amplifier off if VSWR exceeds
2:1,or RF drive exceeds preset level,or if thermostats within equipment operate. Thermostats are located on each of the two pallets and
combiner reject load. Both amplifiers use 350W sections that incorporate two pallets. Insensitive to line voltage variations, the amplifier
contains independent switching power supply that work at line voltages of 100 to 250Vac

888-324-6649; fax 518-158-1416; www.energy-onbuom; energy-anix@enrgy-onix.com

Top -Value FM Monitor
Model 531 - $2700

THIS EASY -TO -USE FM MOD -MONITOR GIVES
ACCURATE OFF -AIR MEASUREMENTS

A wealth of features makes Inovonics' second -generation 531 the
undisputed value leader in FM monitoring. In addition to the high -

resolution total -mod display, the 531 also shows stereo audio
levels, SCA and RDS subcarrier injection, plus a relative indication
of incidental AM noise. A digitally -tuned preselector with
programmable presets lets you quickly compare your station's
parameters with those of market companions.

Signal strength and multipath readouts simplify antenna alignment
and help validate all measurements. Rear -panel appointments
include balanced audio out, composite in/outs, and both antenna
and high-level RF inputs. Alarm tallies are provided for overmod,
audio loss, carrier loss and excessive multipath.

O
It1305 Fair Ave  Santa Cruz. CA 95060
TEL (831)458-0552  FAX (831) 458-0554
wvov inovon com  e-mail infoainovon corn

Inovonics Visit www.inovon.com
for full technical details

Need to
DUMP?

...Get an
ARSE!

THE MOST cur-t-IISTICATED

PROFANITY DELAY SYSTEM ON THE
MARKET, WITH FEATURES SO

ADVANCED IT'S LIKE BEING ABLE TO
'EDIT' YOUR LIVE PROGRAM.

UP TO 30 SECONDS OF STEREO BROADCAST -QUALITY

DELAY - SIMPLE TO USE, EVEN FOR PRESENTER SELF -

OPERATION - BUILDS DELAY INAUDIBLY USING ALGORITHMS

OPTIMISED FOR SPEECH OR MUSIC - OR CAN BUILD DELAY

BY PLAYING YOUR FILLER AUDIO FOR YOU AUTOMATICALLY -
COUNTDOWNS TO CUE PO'NTS ON BULD/ED'TIDPOP DELAY

www.profanitydelay.com
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PC cart wall player
Action Sports Media
Game OPS Commander: Media buttons
provide CD -quality sound effects and
music in a variety of file formats. Naviga-
tion buttons keep sounds organized into
as many as 12 user -defined screens. An
automatic queue feature permits users to
load music on the fly for unattended

11

back. On -screen mixercontrolsmalcesound
management easy, including a program-
mable fade button to automate difficult
fades. Cross -fade automatically fades be-
tween two selections. The minimum sys-
tem requirements for Game Ops Com-
mander Version 3.0 software are a Pentium
300 processor,a sound card,32MB of RAM,
50MB of free hard disk space, a 800 x 600
display, and Windows 98, 2000, ME or XP

503-963-3809: fax 503-963-3815

www.actonsportmedia.com

Reverb plug-in
Trillium Lane Labs

TL Space: By combining the sampled
acoustics of real reverb spaces with ad-
vanced DSP algorithms, this plug-in offers
full control of reverb parameters in mono,
stereo and surround formats. The technol-
ogy features a ProTools plug-in to harness
as many as eight Pro Tools HD DSP en-
gines in parallel to deliver smooth, low
latency convolution processing. Internal-
ly, the plug-in uses 32 -bit block floating
point processing for sonic fidelity. When
used with Pro Tools HD Accel systems, it
provides zero latency processing. The
plug-in includes a library of high quality
sampled reverb spaces and effects ideal
for music and post applicatinil,,

fax 206-855-4658; wwwillabs.cominto@tIlabs.com

Field recorder
Fostex

FR -2: This recorder includes a 10 -second pre-
record buffer,battery power,on-board limiter
and phantom -powered balanced mic in-
puts. The system can record up to 24 -bit
192kHz and an optional time code card,
which has a full -featured time -code reader/
generator and external word/video references. The
system records to PCMCIA 1.8" hard disk drives and Type II
Compact Flash and is stereo/mono selectable. The unit uses AA -size
NiMH batteries for about two hours of field operation (Compact Rash) and files can be
transferred to PC/Mac via PCMCIA, CF adapter or standard onboard tISB connection.

800-7-FOSTD( fax 562-802-1964: vftrefostexcom: sales@fostex.corr

art,
Erb

.4aagu

CantuwEtal ebetw

7-1

Turning Great Ideas Into
Excepticnal Innovations

31505 5KW FM

reat
Allake

ers"

NOLIK2Y

DRS
TECI-NOLOGIES

800.733.5011 www.confelec.com
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Pet/tehi/
UPS
MGE UPS
Systems
EPS8000: This
uninterruptible
power system
provides online
backup at pow-
er ratings up to
800kVA with en-

gine generator compatibility to ensure smooth operation for
transmitters, while providing protection from crowbar events.
High efficiency operation reduces operating costs, while its graph-
ic interface eases operation.

800-523-0142; fax 714-557-9188; wwwmgeups.cm idatageups.com

Remote control and access
Adder Technology

C E 4.4at .MI OW,

0]u
*MN

Adderlink IP: By allowing multiple computers in different locations
can be controlled securely and remotely via the Internet, dial -up link
or a corporate network, this unit enables users to take remote
control of computers. make updates and even re -boot from any-
where in the world. This ability offers a practical means to remotely
manage computer installations. Developed in cooperation with
Real VNC, the Adderlink IP is compatible with Virtual Network
Computing remote control software. This enables total control of
a remote PC irrespective of the operating system or hardware
deployed by using a Java application that does not place a software
or processor burden on the remote machine.

888-932-3337; fax 888-215-1111

vimadderteccom; anquiy@addertec.com

CD player
American Audio
CDI 500: This single -disc CD player features Power Touch,a touch -sensitive, interactive jog wheel; digital scratching 2.0; digital scratch
mode and beat juggle scratch mode; tempo lock; instant start; nine on -board effects (scratch,filter,echo,trans,skid, phase, flanger,pan,
bop); time and ratio (wet/dry) adjustment for digital effects; ef fect layering; and digital B.PM. counter that keeps digital effects in sync
with music. Other features of this unit include a 10 -second anti -shock buffer,seamless loop, recall memory of Q -start and samples and
a S/PDIF digital output.

323-582-2650; fax 323-582-2610; www.mhaudio.cam ido@americaaaakus

AUDIO
SWITCHERS

RAMSYSCOM.COM

800 779 7575

SR 10 SR 10M

10 x 1 STEREO SWITCHER 10 x 1 STEREO SWITCHER WITH
METERING AND MONITORING

SR 210

4.1911111

10 x 2 STEREO SWITCHER

SR 201

SR 64

6 x 4 STEREO SWITCHER

SR 61M

MEI
20 x 1 STEREO SWITCHER WITH 6 x 1 STEREO SWITCHER WITH
PARALLEL REMOTE CONTROL METERING AND MONITORING

46 June 2004 www.beradio.com



&Os -ling and swirling audio is the sad result of bit rate reduction combined with the wrong processing. Unless all
sources, storage media and transmission systems are linear the audio will be Pit rate reducec at least once, probably
several times. Each pass generates more artifacts. Lower quality processing, .-nultiband com Fess io n, limiting and
clipping can make those artifacts even more apparent. But level control is still essential.

Introducing the new Compellor 320D - the world standard AGC is now available wiJ1 both digital and
analog i/o. For almost two decades the Compellor has sustained its unrivaled reputation fo- 'invisible' operation.
The same cleanliness of circuitry and intelligence of processing algorithms that make it sinvi; ble' also wake it
perfect for processing in the digital domain. The Compellor will not 'unmask' the masking from upstream reductions
and it will feed a signal that will sail through downstream reductions.

The 320D fits any plant from all digital to all analog and anywhere in between. Perfect for all HD applications, the
Compellor 320D will help keep your great audio great at a price that won't wipe you out.

11 111

Tie NEW Aphex Model 320D Compellor - 2 Channel Compressor/Leveler with Digital and Analog I/O

Agpmex Improving the way the world soundssm
11068 Randall Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352 U.E ASYSTEMS 818-767-2929 Fax: 818-767-2641 www.apt-ex.com

Compellor and Aphex are registered trademarks of Aphex Systems



CD recorder
Tascam

CD-RW750:This recorder offers 24 -bit digital converters,CD-R and CD-
RW support,S/PDIF digital I/0,CD text, A -B repeat and single playback
features in a 2RU package. The unbalanced I/O and S/PDIF digital I/O are provided
in optical and coax formats. It has a RAM buffer for skip -tree playback, 24 -bit A/D and D/A converters
and a digital fade in and fade out that is adjustable from three to 30 seconds. Its monitor section allows it to be used as a stand-alone
A/D converter or sample rate converter without the need to place a blank disc in the tray.

323-726-E303; as 323-72/-7635, www.tascamtain. tasamlietascam.com

Looking for a r. Audio System Why not try the

ORIGINAL

-1, ....totpporaiiMMIlle

at*

i1(1
Broadcast Automation Software

Its no lie - iMediaTouch is the original automation
system introduced back in 1985' Our list of firsts in
radio is unprecedented - from our broadcast automation
system to our industry leading digital logger and our
award winning Internet streaming software Our 'Media
product lines provide complete solut ons for radio

iMediaTouch is the choice for radio station clusters
We make the most innovative and easy -to -use content
sharing software on the market'

Purchase thiediafouch and we guarantee your station
will be prepared for the future of radio

KELO-FM,
MidCiAt_nelit IC' -FM 8 IMMSNAM

ou- irst ins -a I of iMediaTouci n
Mid=kntirent Ratio and its flee stallens havE
gone hrcugh 3 gerfrations of the sc-ftware
And trth al cc rfid=sre the system has

itsElf tire and time acorn'
Scutt Schism* Emmwerer
1,4-..tortnert Rpcfc - Sioux Falls, ..W)

iM-3diaToucb lea:ures:
-NeesaWelaryilwamme. use any audio arc.
- Sepwste NP2. rAP3..:Net WMA APT. and Dab?
Lreislisses Satelle Auionwbon
C.r2leilat 'Nebel* enegraion wet, XML a MIA out,
Os es Prria tusde fc r ,n the fty stomas

 CD itessmand xrriplopiproduction t x,s fur suoisiation
0.-P or siuMo 0s Feet whin studs) Vo cetrack no;

 0. Pa P -011e134 isloorwan tuft production came, es
- Posen en,XP Far snow :TOP Supports frini=ses 2000 iS

The Original The Sianoard. The Innovator MS
To find out more, call us Toll Free 888 665 0501 or /sit mowv.imediatouch.com

Tape labeler
Brother
PT -1650: This hand-held labeler uses flex-
ible ID tape and rotated print for cable
wrapping and flagging, industrial -strength
laminated tapes for patch panel labeling
and standard laminated tapes for faceplate
labeling. Create labels with graphics and
bar codes up to 1" wide. Download data-
bases, custom templates and graphics.
Memory functions are available to store
frequently used label designs. Auto sizing,
sequential numbering, repeat printing and
vertical style forquick labeling are provid-
ed. The labeler includes extra strength
and flexible ID "TZ" tapes, tape separator,
batteries and carry case. Prints labels from
1/4" to 1" wide.

908-704-1700; fax 908-104-8235; www.brotheuom

Verical wall rack
Middle Atlantic Products
Tilt Out Rack Series: The Tilt Out Rack
Series provides a low profile, vertical wall
rack for smaller rack needs. The series
offers a 95 -degree service position by lift-
ing and ro-
tating the
front panel
to a positive
stop, allow-
ing for easier
access dur-
ingservicing
and installa-
tion.The rack
can be in-
stalled flush in the wall or sur-
face mount. Available with a
putty finish, the rack offers sur-
face and recessed mounting configura-
tions. The back panel is comprised of 18 -
gauge steel and includes an 81/2" x 8'/2"
electrical knockout in the backbox as
well as bridge lance provisions to facili-
tate cable management.

973-839-1011; fax 973-839-1976

www.middleatlantirxemsales@middleatiantr.com f
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Obviously, we've got it "COVERED"
Some of our consoles were featured on the covers of

Broadcast Engineenrg magazine in 2303. Countless others appear
in all the other major industry magazines.

Engineering 010310S1 I r

-.curt urriftillaoadcast *tering -:rsittr64:1-Ai/winning verdictSteS
NAB
replay

HD layer tri

CMOS HD im gers
Win they replec CDs?

A 41,1

11
tF orIrtloti
Jer 6atietl tOl11111,2r6

Ntr
"htta

stor
.VAS solutions  

Foto Courtesy:
P.F. Artsomtes 8 Scnpps Netviork.
Fnotography by Robert Wotsch

Our industry is constantly changing, evolving, redefining or reinventing itself.
At Forecast Consoles, we work very hard to provide the Technical Furniture

for this moving target.
"If we're not careful, technology just might catch up."

Forecast Consoles is proudly celebrating our 25th Anniversary of excellence.

Let Forecast Consoles cover your next console project

Congratulations ESPN Radio
on your new facility

FOREL:AST
CIIIIISIIIIPS

For more information call 1-800-735-2070 or visit us on the web at
www.forecast-consoles.com



k."-- FACILITY

117- 11-10711 CAE116.

Nspoif

he oldold studios of ESPN Radio were long
overdue for an upgrade.

50 June 2004

This faclity upgrade

is desalied as moving

from the Flintsloms

go the Jetsonsi
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by Allen J. Singer

enters

the

digital
age

"Jiminy Christmas, is this
place big!"

Ron Dibble isn't exaggerating. The co-
host of the Dan Patrick Show on ESPN
Radio was accustomed to broadcast-

ing from a room the size of a closet.That has
all changed since the sports network re-

ently finished updating its cramped and
out-of-date facility. Dibble and the rest of the
ESPN Radio on -air staff now enjoy more
spacious studios and modern broadcast-
ing technology as they deliver more than
9,000 hours of annual talk and event con-
tent to more than 700 affiliates nationwide

ESPN Radio launched in 1992. In th,
beginning studio size wasn't an issue.
Sports fans across the country tuned into
their 170 local affiliates carrying the new

www.beradio.com

Operate any 3 -phase broadcast transmitter

from a 1 -phase utility supply with the

Phasemaster Rotary Phase Converter

The most reliable alternative to utility 3 -phase...
AND the least expensive!

 High efficiency output

 Maintenance free operation

 True 3 -phase, NOT open -delta

 Approved by a') utilities

 Over 1000 TV and radio
stations rely on Phasemaster

Turn any location into a 3 -phase site within hours!

Save thousands of dollars on utility line extensions

Recommended by reading transmitter manufacturers

Kay Industries
tiaPHASIMASTER'

Rotary Phase Converters

General Offices
604 N. Hill St.

South Bend, IN 46617

800-348-5257
574-289-5932 (fax)

Western Region
4127 Bay St #6

Fremont, CA 94539

510-656-8766

510-657-7283 (fax)

The World Leaders in Single to Three -Phase Power Conversion

wmv.kayind.com info@kayind.corn
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ESN Radio
sports network broadcasting from the ESPN Cam-
pus in Bristol,CT,home to 60,000 residents and one
of the largest bell factories in the United States.
ESPN's analog studios were deemed modern for
1992, but the next decade brought many changes
to the sports network: more programming, more
staff, more affiliates and less available room in their
facility. By the turn of the new century, it was past
time for ESPN to grow.

By 2000, the digital age had arrived. As hundreds
of stations across the country upgraded their facil-
ities, ESPN Radio decided their time had also come.
In the early part of 2000,management and engineer-
ing considered their decade -old analog -based stu-
dios and began formulating the plans for a new
state-of-the-art facility. With this major capital project,
ESPN Radio would be able to provide crisp, clear
audio for its affiliates with an all -digital path using
modem cutting -edge equipment.

Growing pains
Any broadcaster who has spent a decade in one

facility can understand the needs of this major
sports network. As ESPN's popularity grew, new

The air studio has an improved look and feel. Here we see Dan
'atrick at the mic.

shows were added to the roster nearly every year, continuously
Increasing the size of the staff, and decreasing the physical space for
announcers. For instance, Sports Center anchors had to physically
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enter the main talk booth every 20
minutes to deliver their updates.
These studios could only comfort-
ably house three people; any more
and they would be trampling on
each other. Improvements to these
awkward and cramped working con-
ditions factored heavily into the new
studio designs.

On the production side, the studios
housed a hodgepodge of analog and
digital equipment: BMX III andYama-
ha 02R consoles, Minidisc decks, cart
machines, CD players, 360 Systems
editors, Orban DSE7000s and a
Datatek 2400 router. A studio up-
grade promised to bring up-to-date
audio editing equipment and a new
overall sound to ESPN Radio. This
new sound would better serve the
affiliates, listeners and most impor-
tantly the advertisers.

After the decision was made to build the new facility, the
engineering crew, led by chief engineer Tom Evans, moved ESPN

Radio from Building 2 to Building 5. ESPN Radio broadcast from the
temporary, windowless quarters in Building 5 for the next two years.
Ironically,this location offered a substantial space improvement to

Simian 1.6 is the result of input from
numerous BSI users. Thanks to their
input, Simian now includes an on-
screen weather display that updates
from the internet.

The new Simian also includes
sophisticated new Voice -Tracking
functionality allowing Voice -Tracking
days in advance, even from remote
studios, and an improved ability to
verify logs before air play.

Simian is still the most feature -rich
automation system in the industry
and provides powerful, reliable
broadcast automation for stations in
the US and around the world.

Brcadcast Software International
1925 Bailey Hill Road, Suite A
Eugene, OR 97405
www.bsiusa.com
888-BSI-USA1 (888-274-8721)
info@bsiusa corn
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broadcast
automation
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the old facility.Two studios,three control rooms and
the equipment room occupied about 1,000 square
feet, with an additional 3,000 square feet available
for office space. The engineers moved all of the
equipment (except forthe core routing system and
patch bays) to the temporary building, one room at
a time, to allow for uninterrupted on-airoperations.

ESPN commissioned Tecton Architects of Hart-
ford to design the new facility in Building 2.This firm
had previously designed the adjacent ESPNews
studio,and the sports network wanted the continu-
ity of style to carry into ESPN Rad io.Tecton's greatest
challenge in Building 2 was space limitation, in spite
of the 5,000 square feet available on the first and
second floors. Of this space, 2,800 square feet were
allocated for the office space, and Tecton had to
maximize the functionality of what was left for four
live studios, fourcontrol rooms, an isolated produc-
tion room and three equipment rooms.

All of the rooms occupy a compact area of only
2,200 square feet. making ESPN Radio a modem
exercise in space efficiency. Windows were in-
stalled to provide sight lines between all rooms.
Each room contains cameras to further enhance
visual contact, and the images are transmitted with-
in all the studios via a closed-circuit CATV system.

ESPN Radio uses the latest in acoustic technology
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ESN Radio
for the entire facility. Tecton contracted University
of Hartford Acoustics to optimize the sound perfor-
mance of the new studios. The design called for
high-performance doors, walls, ceilings and win-
dows to acoustically isolate each studio. A special-
ly designed HVAC system provides quiet ventila-
tion, and a computer floor installed throughout the
facility limits penetration between rooms (and
eliminates the need for ugly wire trays). Absorp-
tion and diffusion fixtures manufactured by RPG
regulate the acoustic reflections on the studio
walls, and no electronic equipment in the studios
and control rooms contain fans.

Late call
One challenge the engineers were forced to cope

with was unexpected delays in delivery of software
and hardware components required for the new
studios. Some of these devices were so new that
they were actually still in development when they
were ordered. New items would trickle in over the
months of construction, and engineers were left
wringing their hands, wondering when the next one
might show up.

But once the construction of all the rooms was complete, the
wiring and equipment they did have could be installed. Harris was
contracted to build out the facility,while ESPN staff took care of the
support systems for the new studios. Three equipment rooms
house the Enco workstations, servers and main audio storage.
Thirteen racks hold the studio phone system, ISDN codecs, the
router and patch panels. Three more racks facing into the adjacent
ingest/screening room are fitted with dubbing equipment. The old-
fashioned way of running big audio snake cables to the rooms was
modernized by running the more compact CAT -5 multicables
through 110 punch blocks, patchable 110 blocks and RJ45 panels.
Also, fiber-optic lines carry signals from building to building, as
well as some server to storage connections. Video and CATV are
run on traditional coax.

Enco servers and storage devices are located in several buildings,
providing a physical diversity of backup systems. ESPN Radio uses
a virtual TOC still in development by ESPN and Enco Systems. The
virtual TOC is a modern system of monitoring and control, with a
schedule -based monitoring system that is being developed and
deployed as new programming requirements arise. Scheduling of
program paths will also be handled by the virtualTOC.Transmission
and commercial insertion operations at ABC Radio in Manhattan
is part of this virtual system, allowing even more flexibility to ESPN
Radio's programming techniques.

The studios resemble something one might see in a science fiction
movie. In all, the broadcast areas contain more than 100 video
monitors. The second floor alone has 26 mic locations. The staff at

Turn a standard PocketPC into a fully featured,
truly Portable Digital Audio Workstation

PocketREC" Rao...dedicated to the professional news journalist

Record and cut your interviews write storyboards
attach Images and metadata then transfer it to

your station with the touch of your finger with the
same lightweight PocketPC you can also use to

manage your schedules. contacts prepare and send email
and browse the Internet simply use our cable set to

connect your professional microphone and headset
to record up to 48kHz 16bit mono broadcast quality audio
keeping the expansion slots free for additional storage and/or
a digital camera

Call us today at +1-703-281-1073
or e-mail to info@PocketREC.com

Need to record Pro -Audio with your PocketREC?
Then Mic2496 - the first hi-res handheld, battery powered mic pre -amp, ND
converter - and PDAudio-CFT" S/PDIF interface card from Core Sound are your
answers. PDAudio-CFT" enables PocketRECT" to record up to 96 kHz in both single -
channel and dual -channel modes with either 8, 16 or 24 bit, So whether your needs
are recording high quality music or you simply require the ultimate in professional
stereo audio - Mic2496 and PDAudio-Cru coupled with your PocketRECT" software
are a great combination for a truly handheld pro -audio solution

Core Sound, 574 Wyndham Road, Teaneck, NJ 07686 PocketREC Inc., 2638 Five Oaks Road, Vienna, VA 22181
http://www.core-sound.com, tel: +1-201-801-0812, fax: +1-201-801-0912 http://www.PodcetREC com, tel +1-703-281-1073, fax. +1-703-281-1074
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ESPN Radio uses the many monitors for
computer displays, inter -room visual
communications and to view multiple
sporting events. Monitors also appear at
audio workstations and office comput-
ers throughout the facility.

In addition to the vast array of video
monitors, the studios contain all -new
equipment except for the 360 Systems
Digicart 3, a cart machine (still have to
have this old standby) and two Telos
Zephyr Xstreams-all carryovers from
the old facility. Harris Pacific BMX digital
consoles were installed in the new stu-
dios partially due to the resemblance to
the BMX Ill, helping ease the transition
into the new environment. In spite of
their larger size, the new consoles pro-
vide an immediacy of button -per -func-
tion design similar to the previous BMX
Ill consoles.

The digital signal path ultimately makes
its way to the Harris Intraplex, where it
joins a data stream and is sent to ABC
Radio on all line.Backups to the audio
and data are available on diverse DSOs and KU feeds.

The all -digital environment has greatly improved ESPN's flexibil-
ity and versatility and overall sound; and most importantly an
improved efficiency on the job. The staff loves the new router

Producer Phil Ceppeglia in an ESPN Radio control room.
The multitude of monitors provides a great deal of information
to the producers.

system with more than 2000 crosspoints, with
which they can pull any source into any studio,to
instantly send programming across the hall among
the four studios.
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Since 1979 Mager Systems,
Inc. has been custom
designing and fabricating
award winning furniture for
the broadcast industry
nationwide. We are still the
innovators and leaders in
solid surface tops and
applications which comes
with a 10 -year warranty.
Our complete one -stop -
shop includes installation,
turnkey pre wiring,
switches and
components.conference
rooms, reception desks, and
office furniture. Our blending
of art form with cutting edge
techniques, and a clear
understanding of each
client's application allows us
to produce your showplace
tailored to your budget.
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limited warranty.
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ESN Radio

In an ESPN Radio news studio, Doug Brown prepares a story while monitor-
ing television and Internet feeds. The air studio can be seen in the monitor
next to the clock.
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INNKEEPER PBX easily converts your multi -line PBX
type telephone system into a professional, affordable
talk show console. Simply connect between your telephone

handset and the phone base. So simple, anyone can do it.

Winner of Radio World's 2003 Cool Stuff Award.

JK Audio
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Toll Free (USA & Canada): 800-552-8346
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Formerly cumbersome multiple remote broadcasts are now a
snap due to the way the increased numbers of ISDN connections

are handled in the studio upgrade.These upgrades better
serve the specific needs of their affiliates. The new
equipment also helped ESPN launch its new ESPN Audio
Cut service. Audio Cut is broadcast twice a day, and
features the most timely, poignant news bytes from the
world of sports.

ESPN Radio is now fully immersed in the 21,' century.
The new studios in Building 2 at the ESPN Campus are
found just south of the main ESPN News room and north
of the television studios. The current staff of 70 sports -
minded people deliver more than 24 hours of live-
never automated-programming to its 700 -plus affili-
ates and 17 million weekly listeners across the country,
including those in key markets such as Cincinnati,
Chicago, Los Angeles, Pittsburgh, Dallas, Hartford, CT,
New York, Phoenix, Norfolk,VA, and Louisville, KY

Needless to say, the employees think they've died and
gone to digital heaven. Following the requisite initial
apprehension of moving into the new office, staff mem-
bers quickly embraced the unfamiliar gear, observing
noticeable time -savings on all their projects. The new
equipment even challenged the staff to find better meth-
ods to perform their tasks more productively.

And whether the station personnel like it or not, the
temporary facility in Building 5 is going to stay there
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Sion Off
By Kari Taylor, associate editor

That was then This is the on -air studio of WFMT
Chicago in 1983. WFMT was, and
still is, a classic music station with
cable distribution of its programming throughout the
United States.

The reel-to-reel tape recorders in the foreground are
Revox PR99s; those in the background are Studer
A8ORCs.The turntables are Technics SP -15s with Audio-
Technica tone arms.The console was custom built by
the chief engineer at that time, Al Antlitz. The cassette
recorder is to the right of the console.

The panel below the cassette recorder and the dis-
plays above are for audio routing switcher control,
designed and built by Gordon Carter, the current chief
engineer at WFMT.

There were also Apt Holman phono pre -amps not
seen in the picture. The CD player (behind the word
update) was manufactured by Philips/Magnavox, and
the microphone is an AKG D-202. Steve Reeder,a WFMT
announcer, is at the controls.

Sample and Hold
Top 25 Radio Owners by Revenue per Station

Radio
magazine
2003 rank

Owner

Avg. Revenue
per station 200 t BIA

(Radio Total

Magazine) Revenue
Rank($000)

Radio
magazine
2002 rank

2003 BIA
Estimated

Revenue -Owner
($000)

Owner r:
Stations
Present

Ownertt
Markets

1 Infinity Broadcasting 12,199 2 2 2,269,025 186 42
2 Emmis Communications 11,528 "0 1 311,250 27 8
3 Greater Media 9,125 "3 4 173,375 19 6
4 Jefferson -Pilot Communications 8,197 "6 5 147,550 18 5

5 Susquehanna Radio 7,571 "1 6 257,400 34 10
6 Bonneville International 6,593 "2 3 230,750 35 6
7
8
9

Cox Broadcasting
Spanish Broadcasting System

ABC/Disney

6,237 3
6,180 -5
6,093 5

10
9
7

474,000
154,500
444,800

76
25
73

18
7

44
10 Sandusky Radio 5,930 25 8 59,300 10 2

11 Radio One 5,665 7 12 368,250 65 22
12 Univision Communications 4,592 8 330,650 72 23
13 Entercom 4,370 4 13 454,475 104 19
14 Inner City Broadcasting 3,412 24 14 64,825 19 8
15 Clear Channel Communications 2,914 1 16 3,535,060 1,213 189
16 Beasley Broadcast Group 2,871 77 15 120,600 42 10
17 Journal Communications 2,042 21 17 77,600 38 8
18 Citadel Broadcasting 1,893 6 21 399,438 211 46
19 Salem Communications 1,807 20 168,050 93 35
20
21

Entravision Holdings
Multicultural Radio Broadcasting

1,718 19
1,632 22

22 89,350
76,705

52
47

21
22

22 Saga Communications 1,524 '8 19 120,375 79 14
23 NextMedia Group 1,206 23 25 72,377 60 11

24 Regent Communications 1,180 20 23 88,515 75 14
25 Cumulus Broadcasting 1,036 9 24 311,780 301 60

BIA ranks owners by total revenue. Radio magazine has aken this data and then jivided 't by the num3er of stations owned, to provide a ranking
based on individual station average performance, which shows the revenue efficiency of each owner.
For comparison, we have included the BIA ranking, the owner's 2002 Radio magazine ranking and the average revenue per station.

- Not ranked in 2002.
Source: Data from BlAfn's Media Access Pro
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ENCO Systems DADpro32
DADpro32 is a scalable

audio automation and de-
livery system, ideal for ev-
erything from small facili-
ties to the demanding
needs of radio networks
like ESPN as well as groups
such as Susquehanna and

Salem. With unparal-
leled flexibility and
power,DADpro32 also
offers several choices

of easy to use user interlaces along with industry leading
technical support.

Whetheryour facility is live -assist, fully automated, a mixture
of :he two or even a world -class digital facility like ESPN,
ENCO's DADpro32 is the smart,reliable,cost-effective choice.

With long standing support for RDS and HD-Radic, ENCO
Systems continues to provide broadcasters with the tools
they need to compete-today and tomorrow. ENCO Sys-
terns-Fiercely Dedicated to Audio Automation.

flitVERTISEMENT

www.enco.com
1300-ENCO-SYS

The Facility Focus provides an up -
close look at the technology in use
at the facilities featured in Radio
magazine FacilityShowcase articles.
The highlighted manufacturers are are leaders in the
industry, and the Facility Focus allows them to show-
case their products and services.

Turn to the Facility Focus for the insight on today's
leading products and services in use in the top radio
facilities.

T.C. Electronic System 6000

This award -winning, four -engine stereo and multichan-
nel processor is idea for high -end music, post and broad-
cast audio. Supporting high sample rates, simultaneous
stereo/multichannel processing, the highest quality ana-
log and digital 1/0, and SMPTE time code automation,
Sjstem 6000 is a natural for broadcast production. Multiple
System 6000 processors can be networked to create a pool
of processing powerand units can be controlled with the
TC, Icon remote or its PC or Mac software equivalent.
Cptional algorithms are available to expand the 6000's
surround and mastering processing abilities including
brickwall limiting, trultiband dynamic processing, noise
reduction and stereo to 5.1 conversion.

www.tcelectronic.com
B05-371103

Comrex Matrix & Vector
Nobody does remotes like
Comrex. That's why leading

broadcasters and
broadcast facili-

ties like ESPN
Radio put Com-
rex on the line.

Whether it's the versatile Vector POTS
audio codec or the multifunctional Matrix POTS/ISDN/
GSM wireless audio codec, ESPN Radio depends on rock -
solid connections with up to 15kHz frequency response
overstandard POTS and ISDN lines. While theVector offers
the functionality of a four -channel mixer with a built-in
POTS codec, the Matrix offers a two -channel mixer with
simple plug-in modules that add ISDN and GSM wireless
functionality to its standard POTS codec. The Matrix rack -
mount POTS/ISDN/GSM wireless audio codec is the per-
fect studio -side solution for remote broadcasts because it
is compatible with all Comrex codecs and those from most
other manufacturers.

www.comrex.com
800-237-1716
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Field Report

Musicam USA Netstar 500
By Bob Anderson

-
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LIU had been using Musicam USAs CDQ
Prima 220s to send programming to our
sitter station,WCWF,' via fractional TI.This
setup had beinctioning reliably for the
past five yearileith few outages. However,
in January of this year the Long Island
University's IT department informed us
that the TI was being replaced by an 0C48
metropolitan area network link and we
would have to replace the Prima's with
equipment that would work over Ethernet.
The university has had success with aVolP
telephone system, so I started looking at
various music over IP codecs on the

market. One unit that stood
out was the Netstar 500 by
Musicam USA. Because we
had good results with the
Primas, I decided to tty the
Netstars.

Once they arrived, I set them
up in the shop with a back -to -

of time by not having to walk people through the config-
uration changes if any problems should arise.

The basics
The Netstar features analog in/outs along with AES in/

out ports.These are selectable from the front panel or the
browser. There is a front -panel headphone jack that is
selectable for sending or receiving audio, or both simul-
taneously.The reference level and peak hold times for the
VU meters are selectable.

The encoder can be set to match the incoming signal,
therefore you can change the near end and the far end will
automatically follow when reconnecting.

On the down side, the VU meters do not show up on the
Web browserAlthough a value can be accessed

via telnet, this is only useful for assessing
steady tone levels.

In addition, the Netstar is a full
ISDN codec and has a built-in ter-
minal adapter. The U interface is
standard but an S interface can be
:activated by an internal cable
change. More than 200 numbers

can be stored as user pro-
files with various settings
stored for each number.
These can also be used to
store IP addresses and
settings for Internet con-
nections. These user pro-
files can then be dialed or
connected to with two

r
Performance at a lance

IP or ISDN-capable codec

Voice mode

Analog or AES-3 inputs

Easy -to -use menus

back connection using a crossover cable.
The units came preprogrammed with IP
addresses for testing. Afterseveral minutes
of getting used to the menus on the front
panel, I was able to connect. I set the com-
pression algorithms to none and used
linear PCM with a 44.1kHz sample rate.The
audio sounded exactly like the source.
Using the menus, it was easy to by out the
different compression schemes that were
included with the Netstar - MPEG Layer 2
and 3,MPEG 2 AAC,MPEG 4 AACID,G.711
and G.722.

The built-in Web browser made setup a
snap.At a glance you can see the status of
the current connection and what configu-
ration you have on the near end and also
the far end. And you can change the settings
on the far end if needed.This can save a lot

clicks on the browser.The algorithms available for ISDN are
Layer 2,Layer 3,AACAACID,G.711 and G.722.Making ISDN
calls was as easy as using IP and once the settings matched
the Zephyr that we have, the call went through each time.
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The Netstar Web interface provides access to the unit's
functions and settings.
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Besides using the Netstar on the univer-
sity's network, I tried it on the cable modern
that we have. After enabling the DHCP
mode and rebooting the modem and the
Netstar, I was able to connect to Musicam
USAs IP address over the public Internet
using MPEG Layer 2 at 128kb/s. Although
the audio sounded fine, the connection did
not hold any longer than three minutes at a
time. Cablevision noted that the signal to the
modem was weak and causing packet loss.
This was probably causing the disconnects.

Construction of the unit was first rate with
a substantial front panel.The keypad is a
membrane click type and looks like it will
survive foryears,unlike the Prima's spongy
pushbuttons, which had no tactile feed-
back. Inside, the Netstar has an Intel D84-,
micro ATX motherboard with a solid drive
memory module installed in the IDE slot
Power is supplied by a standard slim -lint.
PC Power and Cooling supply.The propri-
etary Musicam cards were horizontally
installed on a vertical riser on one of the
PCI slots on the motherboard.The mother-
board and the risercard had metal bracing
to the chassis, which ensures that nothing
will work loose over time.

We have been using the Netstar 500 as an
STL on the university's network for the last 90
days without any dropouts or connection
problems. Because the audio is uncorn-
pressed,the quality of the sound on WCWP
has improved considerably over the Prima's
128k we had been using. We have also used

the return feed to send live music broadcasts
from theTilles Center at the CW Post Campus
to WLIU and back again to WCWP with no
noticeable audio degredation.

Anderson is chief engineer for Long Island
University's WLIU Southampton, NY, and
WCWP Brookville, NY.

Musicam USA

F

E

732-739-5600

732-739-1818

www.musicamusa.com

sales@musicamusa.com

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive
Radio magazine feature for radio broadcast-
ers. Each report is prepared by well -qualified
staff at a radio station, production facility or
consulting company.

These reports are performed by the indus-
try, for the industry. Manufacturer support is
limited to providing loan equipment and to
aiding the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to
publish the results of any device tested, posi-
tive or negative. No report should be consid-
ered an endorsement or disapproval by Radio
magazine.
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Expect MORE From Your AM Transmitter

w Min

.10111. 4111. 411101
0111=

.1=1.1MI 41.1

,firms `rung Transmitter X-10003 vlade in .1.5A

KW HO Radial ready AN1 Transmitter for under .-10K
Built with dual f-cit-sivappable 600
Watt RF -nodules capable of 150.3/0
rr on. X -1000B can bring
that major rarket sound to yeur
radio station. Engineered w th the
latest tachnologi:a! innovations,
X -1000E. offers high reliability,
built n redund3'cy and it is HD
Radio' ready.

Best Df all, our customers tel us
that the -no-Lay they save running
the X-1:003 pa/s or itself with

AARMSTRONG

savings it elatt-icity and
ma ritenanca costs ewer an older
tri-.-nsr-irtter ..and as a bonus tt-ey
get exceptional reliab lity and that
major mark_at sot_ rd :or free.

But, don't lake ot.r word for it.
Talk to our customer; alreacy on -
the -air with the >:-1000B. Call or
email for a users 1st and decide
for yourself why awning this
transmitter is a no -trainer

Tel 315-673-12E9 / sales@armstrongtx.corn / vrww. arras trongtx.corn
1.1) Rac a is a reg.te.ec track marl, d aquiy Total G3rporabon.

Acoustics First
Materials To Control SoLnd

nd Eliminate Noise

The 1C Accustint is the small control
room package with real studio Art Diffusors".

Acoustics First combines these in one box with gutting ',Wedge' foam,
Bermuda Triangle Traps" andspecific instructions for installation.

The 1014 AccustiKit is everything you need for a 10' X 14' control room,
without buying more than you need.

Toll Free 1488.715.2900
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com
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Field Report

Digigram Ethersound ES8in/ES8out
By Ed Ruzumna

t is often said that Cartersville, GA, is45 miles
north and 100 years away from the hustle
and bustle of Atlanta. So it is understand-
able that a community that has been cited
as one of the 100 Best Small Towns in
America would want to protect the appear-
ances of its historical area.

Because of this, the not -for-profit station
WBHF-AM (1450) was faced with some
challenges when it moved its studio in
2003 from a corporate location outside of
town to the bucolic historical district.The

tIleSe501-2,14711
Mk U/111-11, 110010 MONIS. C I. IP1.1046/0

community fathers were all for a station
that is big on the prep sports scene and
local news, but they weren't too keen about
the prospect of multiple four -foot -high sat-
ellite dishes being placed on top of the
studio's building.

A combination of Digigram's off -the -shelf
Ethersound audio bridges ES8in/ES8out
and existing Ethernet that runs the four
miles between the old facility and the new
studio allowed the radio station to keep its
dishes in place and keep the historical -
minded community happy. Plus, the sta-
tion saved costs by not installing the satel-
lite dishes at the new site.

A tricky situation
We investigated several methods to car-

ry the audio from the old location to the
new studios, but each either required a
higher ongoing cost or did not provide
the reliability that we wanted. Because we
had fiber running between the corporate
building and the new station, we were
able to install Digigram's Ethersound ES8in

and ES8out using the existing Ethernet.We set up a virtual
LAN, which dedicated 100Mb/s of bandwidth on the
network.The five satellite dishes at the corporate office
travel as streams through the system and break out on the
studio end.

Ethersound ES8in injects eight analog balanced audio
signals into an Ethersound network, while the Ethersound
ES8out extracts eight analog audio signals out of an
Ethersound network. The network set-up is as easy as
plugging in an Ethernet cable. System set-up, control and
re -configuration are operated remotely via straightforward
PC software. No specific IT expertise is required. Applica-

tions include synchronous high -quality au-
dio distribution in broadcast facilities,

fixed installations and live sound.
One hitch I encountered is that

Ethersound requires a dedicated
network with the same band-
width at all times.The Ethersound
devices' identity is indicated by
their MAC address, and a dedicat-
ed control software (EScontrol)

-7"

Performance at a glance

High -quality audio distribution

Integrates into existing Ethernet infrastructure

Low latency: 125psec at 48kHz sampling rate

24 -bit, 48kHz audio performance

Reduces cabling needs

Easy configuration

is used to address, manage and control them. In our
installation, we placed the terminals in an isolated portion
of our network by creating a ULAN.

The way it is configured now, the system occupies
100Mb/s at all times, regardless of actual usage. It would
be ideal if the system would dynamically occupy band-
width as it is needed instead of holding a continuous
chunk of the network. The advantages of the current
method are the extremely low latency and that the
bandwitdh is always available to Ethersound. There is no
danger of the network being too busy to accomodate the
audio demand when it arises.

And as WBHF AM -1450 found out, using Ethersound
ES8in/ES8out and existing Ethernet kept our architectur-
ally -minded neighbors pleased as well.
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Digigram
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703-875-9100

703-875-9161

www.digigram.com

nput@digigram.com

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive Radio magazine
feature for radio broadcasters. Each report is prepared by well -
qualified staff at a radio station, production facility or consult-
ing company.

These reports are performed by the industry, for the industry.
Manufacturer support is limited to providing loan equipment
and to aiding the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to publish the results
of any device tested, positive or negative. No report should be
considered an endorsement or disapproval by Radio magazine.

The system can be setup with the EScontrol
management software, which can also access the system
via an IP connection.

Fast, Easy Voice -Phone Editing
Totally Networkable
Import & Edit MP3 and more
Pro Quality Control Panel

Free, Full Function
Trial Download of

VoxPro e2 At:
wv1A.audionlabs com/e2?AACode=ALR

RESEARCH INC.

NeW11
11111

Complete line of RF coaxial dummy loads from 1kW to
1500 kW available in water cooled, air cooled, and self
contained heat exchangers.

"Lally
partnersi-ips through performance

Altronic Research Inc.
P.O. Box 249

vellville, Arkansas 72387
' .800.482.5623 in U.S

170.449.4093

www.altronic.com
altronic@mtnhom.?..com

TM
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The
battle of the radio talk shows continues as new liberal -

oriented hosts go on -air to combat the well -established
conservative personalities.One show,Ring of Fire,co-hosted

by Mike Papantonio and Bobby Kennedy Jr. and carried by the Air
America Radio Network, will be produced in Pensacola, FL. Mike
Papantonio is an attorney and senior partner at Levin, Papantonio,
Thomas, Mitchell, Echsner, and Proctor, PA. who has tried some of
the most significant civil damage cases in North America and is the
author or co-author of several best-selling books, including In
Search of Atticus Finch. Bobby Kennedy Jr. has earned the
reputation as one of America's most eminent and tenacious envi-
ronmental, social and political advocates.

The venue for production of Ringof Fire
did not exist when the idea for the show
was conceived almost six months ago,but
in late December, Papantonio allocated
space for the studio within the building
that houses his law offices. Because
Papantonio and his staff are novices to

Constructed from Lyptus hardwood, a
hybrid hardwood species, the talk studio
furniture maintains low sight lines for a
clean layout.

the details of broadcasting, they sought outside
expertise to create the new studio,and that's when
I came in. Bobby Likis Car Clinic, which now airs
from the studio I built inside my 15,000 -square -foot
automotive service facility, has been running for
more than 17 years. Car Clinic programming is
currently syndicated on 296 radio stations nation-
wide, the Internet,Sirius Satellite Radio, the Ameri-
can Forces Radio Network and television. This
blend of national -quality experience and local
availability made me the go -to guy for talk -show

'1111=11111111rr
_Milli

IMP

101 Dernorest Square, Ste. E, Derruillst, GA 30535

Phone 1-888-RADI095 in the US

Glot ally, phone 1 386 426 2521

Online go to www rathosoft com

 3earch for FCC license data online
 Locate potential frequencies
 Au;om3tic interference calculations
 Accepted End used by the FCC
 Real time ED displays

 =est, accurate. cost effective mapping

Considered by many to bE the industry leader.
I Broadcast Professlona s can count on RadioSoft for fast,

accurate radio mapping.
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the control room oversees the talk studio, and was aesignea to maximize its
flexibility in a limited area.

BALSYS

Balsys provides any combination
of turnkey, project oversight and
coordination. or individualized
services on a nationwide basis.

O Workflow & Systems Analysis
0 Equipment Recommendations
O Furniture Design & Fabrication
0 Wiring Design
O Prewiring & Test
O On -Site Installation & Test

0 Training

 Studio Facilities
 Technical Operation Centers
 AM & FM Transmission Sites

 Prefab Buildings
 Towers & Antennas

Studio Installation
Studio Furniture

RF Installation
A unique combination of

technical design and
installation services with
custom furniture design &
fabrication, provides full
service capabilities that
assure new construction
efficiency and quality as

well as expansion of
existing facilities at

affordable cost.

Balsys Technology Group, Inc.
Balsys Wood Arts, Inc.

930 Carter Road #228 - 232
Winter Garden, FL 34787

Tel: 407.656-3719
Fax: 407-656-5474
sales@balsys.com

www.balsys.com
Reerence Provhf. Upon Reppose - Raw Is rutty Insured

"Value Is The Realization Of A Job Accomplished Professionally,
On Schedule, And Within Budget"

facilities.ln early January Papantonio retained me to design and contract construction of the
studio, as well as to equip it with state-of-the-art broadcast technology.

The finished product substantially evolved from the original concept because I felt it was
essential that Papantonio and Kennedy had whatever facility they might need to produce their

current program and to poise them for the future.
My goal was to build a studio that all would be proud

to claim. The crews were encouraged daily to listen
and provide feedback as to how to finish the project
as fast as possible-and with all the specifics desired.
Personally,1 wanted the studio to impress the media.
I believe this was accomplished.

My first call was to Rudy Agus, a broadcast engineer
with whom I have collaborated with on several past
projects. Agus specified and arranged for the pur-
chase of all the necessary equipment, but when it
came to furniture,we were temporarily stymied. Per-
sonalities of the stature of RingofFireshosts demand
and deserve a more sophisticated level of atmo-
sphere and ambience than standard off -the -shelf
offerings from most broadcast furniture manufactur-
ers.Agus suggested that I speak with BalsysWood Arts,
a relative newcomer in the broadcast furniture field,
but owned by people with a long and successful
history in broadcasting as well as in the design and
construction of fine wood cabinetry. The unique
marriage of broadcast experience and master crafts-
manship proved to be a superb combination.

This project was analogous to automotive service.

Coaxial Dynamics'

Line of Liquid/Air
Terminations are

quickly becoming the
industry standard for
testing, adjusting and

alignment of R.F.
Transmitters.

Liquid/Air Cooled
Loads are available to
handle requirements

from 600W to 12.5kW.

COAXIAL DYNAMICS
SPECIALISTS IN RF TEST EQUIPMENT & COMPONENTS

15210 Industrial Parkway, Cleveland, OH 44135
216-267-2233 800 -COAXIAL FAX: 216-267-3142
E -Mail: coaxial@apk.net
Web Site: http://www.coaxial.com =I r '1 MEM

VISA
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entering the room.

Car owners think tune-ups can fix anything because they don't
understand how sophisticated today's vehicles are, and certainly
don't know the right questions to ask. This project began by asking
myself,"What if I were building a replacement studio for myself?" I
used this criterion throughout the project.

The first challenge was to create a radio,TV and Internet streaming
facility for two attorneys who only wanted to produce a one -hour
taped weekly radio show, which can be done with practically no
equipment and little room. It's well known that there are a few radio
talk hosts who work out of their homes.

The second challenge was turning a small office and adjacent

hallway into a studio and a control
room. Rocky Barnes,the firm's inves-
tigator, provided whatever support
was needed to complete the job,
including knocking out walls, add-
ing dedicated HVAC systems,electri-
cal boxes, wi ri ng, doors, d ivider glass
and a host of other building modifi-
cations. All the while, Barnes had to
be sure he didn't take too much of
the firm's office space.

While the project progressed, there
were law -office personnel working
four feet away from the construction
areas from day one. No doubt they
were happy to see the project finally
come to an end.

Richard Christine of Acousti Engineering Comp-
any of Florida was the building contractor. He
scheduled his crews to work when business hours
were over whenever noise might be involved. This
was a huge challenge, but necessary because the
studio is adjacent to an accounting firm.

Christine consistently under promised and over
delivered, but it was his carpenter, Rick Sibley, who
could do anything with wood that was responsible for
building the working model of my third challenge.

The third hurdle and most challenging environ-

"771-7-lePerigrZ-t nir -7
JK Audio

LW M.W

Broadcast Host Desktop Digital Hybrid
For details, please visit www.JKAudio.com

Manufactured with
Pride In the USA

BROADCAST'tools

TeleSwitch 6 Six Line Call Director
For details, please visit www.BroadcastTools.com

The JK Audio Broadcast Host
digital telephone hybrid, teamed
with the Broadcast Tools®
TeleSwitch 6 six -line call director,
provide everything you need for a
high -quality, 6 -line broadcast
telephone system.

FREE call screener software,
TeleSwitch 6 to Broadcast Host
"Plug N Play" cable assembly and
instructions included.

Contact Your Broadcast
Equipment Supplier and ask
for a Package Quote Today!
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The chair rail is atiiialk a drop -down minor lhat i tint Pals the cable
routing trough.

17,000

mental issue to deal with was a way to conceal all the wires in the studio. Remembering that
this is a fifth -floor clerical office with concrete floors and drop ceilings.

Because the existing site had no provisions or clearance for conduits, I designed and had
built a novel concept for wire management between rooms. On the right wall of the studio,

we installed a hollow chair rail with drop -down doors
for 25 pair CAT -5 house cables and other wiring. On
the left, we completed the perimeter of the room by
balancing the look with corresponding standard rail.
The wood for both these rails also came from Balsys,
ensuring that all hardwoods within the room would
match in color, grain and finish.This feature not only
simplified the installation, but also accommodates
future upgrades and expansion.

From the initial call to Balsys, which launched an
incredible exchange of concepts and an education
on the pros and cons of various materials, to the
ultimate evolution into a remarkable collaboration,
the professionals at Balsys were a joy. Larry and Eric
Lamoray, each an artisan in different facets of the
business, soon became more than just vendors; they
transformed our preliminary look -and -feel require-
ments into spectacular,functional designs that would
fit into limited spaces and at the same time would have
dynamite visual appeal.

The host desk itself was the result of several con-
versations and design reviews. Initially, I wanted to
place twin 17" LCD screens on the host's desk, but
someone suggested that they should be hidden.

Ap ONE Or THE MOST POPULAR
CONSOLES EVER!!!

/
$4 695

For more detailed informaticn visit us at www.arrakls-systems.com or call: (970) 461-0730
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The rernele la sees regular use when the show takes to the road.

After some discussions, we decided that
placing the monitors behind a glass pan-
el would be too much to ask. Instead, I
designed a hood, which was later named
the dashboard.

Equipment
List
36C Systen-s Instant Replay
36C Systerrs Shortcut Editor
APC5UA" 500RM2U UPS
AudioartsR55
BalsyiTedvology Group Custom

headphone/micpanels
Balsy3Wood Arts custom furniture
Belden 1864A
ComiexTS-612
Comiex TSCS
ConeK LFG1000-1
Electra`/:Nice RE -20
Fosier.30"BEAV
Gep© D6" 801EZGF
Henry Super Relay
HFIB CDR -830+ CD
Krone pinch blocks with RI -21
Nein& XLZ connectors
00/Thite mic booms
ProliAWon-air lights
QuaLlain 5200
Rare HCL
Rare 1106
Sennheise('rountryman

E6ODA:6L50
Sermlheiser EW-112C
Senn hei ser HMD280
Shire P2IRE2
Sory 7506
SoryDU.-VX2100 minidisc
Sory 64D2.7506
Syrnetrix 422
Symetrix 528E
Symetrix Airtools 6100 & RC -610
Taszam B122 MKI I I cassette
TelosXstream
Tiehne Ccrimander

Because there was the need for the
director to be inside the studio, a desk
with two screens, a computer and a head-
phone jack was installed. The host has
equal access and controllability of the
director's computer.

Balsys delivered and set up the furniture,
complete with all internal prewiring mount-
ed and tested to streamline Agus' task of
installing the equipment. (ItIA/as fortunate
that Balsys had requested precise mea-
surements of each door and hallway from
building entrance to studio locations, as
the last doorway offered only 1/4" clear-
ance.) Each piece of furniture was assem-
bled, leveled and polished, and then both

studio rooms entirely cleaned prior to the official unveiling. The smile on
Papantonio's face was worth all of the work and extra hours spent attending
to the finer details that many may overlook on such projects.

In addition to the studio installation, a remote rack was assembled to allow
co -host Bobby Kennedy to join Papantonio via POTS or ISDN using Tieline
Communicators. A Zephyr )(stream is used to send the program audio to New
York. The final step is an Airtools profanity delay.

The result is a showcase facility that we can be justifiably proud of and that
is a testament to the quality of workmanship of all of the companies that
cooperated in the construction.

Likis is the president of the Car Clink Network (CarClinicNetwodccom), Pensacola, FL

Product Showcase

4* Sine Systems

Model CAI -2 Dialup Audio Interface
 perform unattended remote broadcasts
 DTMF )perated controller with relay outputs

fully programmable output on any key press

 momerlary and/or maintained relay outputs
four locic inputs with programmable output
balanced audio input and output with ALC

615.228 3500
www slnesystems corn

/0p.
 Fast, Easy Voice -Phone Editing
 Fully Networkable
 Pro Quality Control Panel

ra-xpitose2
TIN

Free e2 Trial Download:
www.audionlabs.com/e22AACode=ALRM6
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AL1
Acoustilyzer

New Products
By Kari Taylor, associate editor

Audio analyzer
Neutrik Test Instuments (NTI)

Acoustilyzer ALL The ex-
tended functionality of this
analyzer includes acoustical
measurements such as
sound level metering with
LEQ,SEL and short -time LEQ;

real-time frequency analysis
in 1/1, 1/3 octave bands; FFT
analysis down to 1Hz resolu-
tion; and reverberation time

measurements RT60 and de-
lay measurements.

800-661-6388; fax 514-344-5221

www.nt-inatluments.com

info@nt-inanuments.com

Mixing control surface
Digidesign
Command 8: This control surface from
Digidesign and Focusrite provides a space -

efficient unit with faders, rotary
encoders, displays and ded-
icated transport controls that
enable users to build their

ProTools mixes with the hands-
on feel. A USB connection facili-

tates communication between the
unit and a PC or Mac, while its built-in

MIDI ports (1 in/2 out) comprise a MIDI
interface. Each of the unit's eight bankable
channels of controls includes a touch -sen-
sitive fader, an automatable rotary encoder
with an LED ring and a channel meter. The
onboard analog mon itorsection eliminates
the need for an additional audio mixer. The
monitor section features two +4/-10 inde-
pendently selectable stereo inputs (bal-
anced or unbalanced), stereo speaker out-
puts (also +4/-10), and a separately con-
trolled headphone amp, providing the mon-
itoring flexibility needed to keep an ear on
a sessions' development.

800-333-2137; fax 650-842-7999

www.dgidesign.cm prodinfatigidesiguan

Multi -track recorder
Acoustica

Mixcraft: Mixcraft is a Windows program that allows
multitrack recording
into a PC. Multiple
tracks of audio can
be edited with cut
and paste, and effects
such as reverb and
EQ can be added.

Productions can bc
burned to a CD. Mix -
craft's 32 -bit sound
engine supports re-
cordings at CD quality and above. Each track has its own
pan,volume and effects, including reverb,delay/echo,EQ,
compression, flanger and chorus. The maximum number
of tracks is only limited by the processing power of the
computer. The software also offers looping tools and can
use loops from existing loop libraries.

559-692-2224; fax 559-692-2214; wmacouslka.com

Large -diaphragm condenser mic
Hollywood Edge

E49: A remote variable -pat-
tern tube mic, this product
uses Soundelux's KK47
large diaphragm capsule.
The output transformer pro-
vides a correct impedance
match to any mic preamp
input and offers lower inter -
modulation distortion and
improved frequency linear-
ity in the low and middle
frequencies. The mic fea-
turesa doubleshockmount-
ing system that includes a
capsule -to -electronics

shock assembly and a separate capsule and electronics
package shock mount. The included universal outboard
power supply has a continuous variable polar pattern
control that adjusts from figure -of -eight to cardioid and
then to full omni-directional.

323-603-3228; fax 323-603-3245

wwwliansaudiogroup.congsoundeluxihtral; saleserartsaudiopaLcom

B roadband optimization service
E X H
B -Bop: B -Bop is an acronym for broad -band optimization and allows a broadcaster to upgrade an existing rigid coaxial transmission line
to broadband performance without replacing it. The process begins with a set of measurements of the transmission line that provides
a set of baseline data from which a mathematical model can be generated. This model then calculates the physical dimensions of line
sections that,when inserted into the transmission line run,will break up the addition of reflections from the flange joints. This,combined
with the short lengths of the line sections,allows a rigging team to make the modifications using only the tower elevator,thus eliminating
the time and expense of having to rig the tower with a winch.

207-671-9110

wwwexh4rIcom; thaker@exh4d.com
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Two- and three -conductor mic cable
Heil Sound

HeilWire:This specialized cable is
specifically for use in interfacing balanced audio lines
from a professional audio mixer into the transmitter input.
The cable can also carry the dc control lines from a push -
to -talk circuit or a computer keying system. This wire can
reduce the capacitive coupling between these two sig-
nals and shield the audio lines from the outside RF
environment to reduce interference that the transmitter
may create. This product contains two 18 -gauge audio
leads residing in a silver -braided shield. Along the side
of this shield is another pair of 18 -gauge control wires that
can carry the push -to -talk circuits and keep the dc com-
ponents away from the ac audio signals. The outer jacket
is a PVC jacket that fits into the cable clamp system of the
eight -pin Foster plug.

618-257-3000; fax 618-257-3001

mwdmissatcem ii@bilsomtan

Amplifiers
Behringer
Europower EP1500 and EP2500: These
two -channel amps can operate in parallel
or bridged mono modes and feature an
independent limiter for each channel, se-
lectable low -frequency filters and high -
current Toroid transformers. The EP1500
yields 2 x 700W into 25/ and 1,400W into 411
in mono bridged mode, while the EP2500
model provides 2 x 1,200W into HI and
2,400W into 41/ in mono
bridged mode. Each
amp is equipped
with a back-to-front
ventilation system,
including an air fil-
terwith automatical-
ly adjustable fan speed and balanced XLR
and 1/4" TRS inputs.

871-672-0816; fax 425-673-7647

wswihdrigman suprt@behiptie f

Control
New Relay Multipliers & Converters Distribute Control Where It's Needed

"111.111.11.51111WVA
The pREX Programmable Relay
Multiplier & Function Converter

 Has 12 optocoupled inputs and 16
microprocessor -controlled relay outputs.

 Control any output or a group of outputs from a
single input or from a group of inputs using logic
modes like AND, OR, XOR, NOR, NAND, NXOR,
Interlocked, etc.

Output modes include: Momentary, Toggled,
Leading or Trailing Edge, Pulse Stretching up
to 45 hours, Input Debounce, Maximum Ontime,
Minimum Ontime and more.

 Serial port for programming or contrc (ling the
relays using either terminal program or free GUI.

) 50 -pin telco connector for instant pur chblock
connectivity. Telco block/cables also available.

The REX Affordable
Relay Expander/Multiplier

The REX accepts a wide variety of input signals
& converts the TI to contact closure outputs.

REX's oitocoupled inputs can be driven from
active high or liow incoming signals.

), Each of the six inputs controls four SPST relays
for a total of 24 outputs.

The REX features a 50 -pin telco (RJ-21) type
connector that interfaces directly with prewired
telco punchblccks. Type 66 telco punchblocks &
cables are optionally available.

For more info visit
www.circuitwerkes.corn

CircuitWErkE 5. Inc. - 2805 NW 6th Street, GainEsvillE, Florida 32609. USA. 352-335-6555
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www broadcast harris.com 1-800-622-0022

Use Once a Day to
Alleviate Traffic

Congestion

Traffic and billing made easy with
the affordable Traffic C.O.P. for Windowi"
Take the headache out of controlling traffic with Traffic C.O.P.

for Windows. Whether it's scheduling logs, printing invoices, or
managing receivables, the Traffic C.O.P. will work for you. And,

because it's Windows based traffic software, you get a
modern, reliable and easy to use program-all backed by the
superior customer support of Broadcast Data Consultants.

Isn't it time you get rid of congestion?

Call for your FREE CD demo today, or for more information,
please visit our web -site.

Toll Free: 800-275-6204
www.broadcastdata.com
Broadcast Data Consultants,
51 South Main Ave Suite 312, Clearwater. FL 33765

TRAFFIC C.O.P.

If lightning strifes on your

tower are causing equipment

damage and last air time -

the cast of Stati-Cat
system may be recovered

during your first lightning

season.

AFFORDABLE - RUGGED

LIGHTNING PROTECTION

The Stati-Cat Lightning
Prevention System

provides a continuous, low-resistence
discharge path for the static electric

charge on tall structures.
DISSIPATION POINTS ARE 1/8"

STAINLESS STEEL RODS (not wires)
ground to needle sharpness.

ortana
Corporation, Inc.

Write or call toll -free for a free brochure!
P.O. Box 2548. Farmington, N.M. 87499-2548

Call 888-325-5336 Fax (505) 326-2337
cortanacorporation com
cortanat@earthlink.net

Going Digital?
Go GoldWAV!

26,000 songs in 16 bit, 44.1
stereo .WAV files with all the

song data embedded.

Also available in GoldDrive
MPEG Layer 2, Mode 2

And with the purchase of any
GoIdWAV or GoldDrive library
you can acquire a matching,

back-up, GoldDisc library
for half price.

fell( copi-rupey
GoldDisc - GoldD, -

The World Plays Our Music!

www.TMCentury.com
972.406.6800 TMCI(iTMCentury.com

     

hihroadcasting...
Silence is the enemy.

Eliminate Silence.

Get a Plan B!
Call your dealer or visit www.danagger.com
Danagger Audio Works 1 -888 -89 -AUDIO
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Buy simplicity,
reliability and service.

EAS
Price $1750.00

Equipment in -stock
for immediate delivery.

Phone 740-593-3150
GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.

257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701
FAX 740-592-389

Now available
with

optional DTMF
control

via a phone line.

RWT RMT EOM
1 2 3 "" "'a"

 5 two-way RS inputs/outputs for computer, remote
signboard & character generator

 6 audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs are
transformer isolated from encoder -decoder board

 Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended operation
 4 line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting
 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set input levels
 Now available with optional built in character generator which

can crawl alert messages and station ID on the hour

 Will handshake with automation equipment
 2 year warranty
 2 minutes of digital audio storage
 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other

equipment by removable plugs
 BNC fitting with 600 OHM balanced audio cut

for second transmitter

Web Site: www.gorman-redlich.com E-mail: jimg(a Borman-redlich.com

Also available: weather radios, antennas for weather radios, crystal controlled kynthesized

FM digitally tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection. Character generators.

RF PRRTS
COMPANY

 Audio
 Industrial

 Broadcast
 Communications

Audio Tubes  Transistors
Modules  Gasfets  Coax
Capacitors  Rectifiers

Svetlana  Taylor  RFP  Eimac
Amperex  MA/Com  Motorola

Toshiba  Thompson  Mitsubishi

 Se Habla Espanol
 We Export

760-744-0700 800-737-2787
Fax: 760-744-1943

E-mail: rfp@rfparts.com

41111111111ft
THE HYATT AUDIO COMPROC 2.0

Experience a new level of loudness and separation.

For those who demand total market control without sacrificing quality.

Distortion Free
Loud

Clear
Composite

Processing Power

Hyatt Audio Don't just hear it, FEEL it
(719) 241.6225 Call for a dealer near you

''hay Country
?'BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

Your #1 Source
For Quality
Used Radio
Broadcast

Equipment.

View our latest list of equipment on-line at:
http://www.baycountry.com
or call and we will fax it to you.

All equipment sold with a 15 day return guarantee.

www.rfparts.com

www.beradio.com

7117 Olivia Rd.  Baltimore, MD 21220  Ph: 877-722-1031  Fax: 786-513-0812
http://www.baycountry. com  e-mail info@baycountry.com
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The AES-302 Digital Audio
Switcher/Distribution System

a
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Two input Switcher
Automatic or Manual Switching
Optional Silence Sensor
Status Monitor with Memory
Front Panel Headphone Jack
High Quality 24 bit 96 KHz D/A Converter

Introducing the next generation digital audio switcher from
BDI. Now you can have complete confidence in your signal
path with the AES-302. Feed main and back up AES streams
to the inputs and the selected feed is routed to four digital
outputs and an analog stereo output. If a fault occurs, the
automatic switcher selects the alternate feed. There is
extensive front panel error and operational status and a
headphone jack for confidence monitoring. The AES-302 has a
remote control interface for easy attachment to remote control
systems. The AES-302 is future proof too. The digital compo-
nents mount to a plug in pc board which can be upgraded in
the future should digital audio standards be enhanced or your
requirements change. Call your local broadcast equipment
dealer to order. Call us or visit our website for detailed
information.

Broadcast Devices, Inc.
Tel. (914) 737-5032 Fax. (914) 736-6916
Website: www.Broadcast-Devices.com

bdi

WI&

Mini Mix 8A
Proven...Affordable...

11-.1 rimiskt_4_,e.

800.327.6901

Our client list continues to grow
We would like to Thank -You)

. for your confidence and your
MOORETRONIX purchases.

We now have in stock, SHURE, SM-5B, wind screens.
These are from the OEM vendor and are priced at
$60.00 per set. Make the best voice over microphone,
new again!

We recondition Pacific Recorders BMX AMX,

ABX and RMX mixing consoles. Let us re -work your
console's modules. Obtain that added value from a
proven winner. Quality built products last and last and
last!

Check our WEB site for great buys on pre -owned
broadcast gear. All equipment is repaired, tested and
shipped with the manual.

Stretch your broadcast $$$ on quality, pre -owned
equipment.... sold with a warranty.

TEL 800-300-0733 FAX 231-924-7812
WWW.MOORETRONIX.COM

www.autogramcorp.com
'
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Tran scorn Corporation
- fiM Ei FM Transmitters

Visit our new internet site at www.fmamtv.com
Send your email request to: transcom@fmamtv.com

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters. Authorized Representatives for all
major equipment manufacturers. Let us send you a customized quote!

USED FM TRANSMITTERS NEW TV TRANSMITTERS
1.5kW 1987 BE FM1.5A ANALOG AND DIGITAL
2.5kW 1978 Collins 831D2 VHF and UHF, 10 W to 10 kW

3.5kW 1988 BE FM3.5A N Antennas
3.5kW 1992 Harris HT3.5 TV STL
5kW 1983 Harris FM5K
10kW 1980 CCA 10.000E
10kW 1980 Harris FM 10K
10kW 2000 Harris ZD10CD
20kW 1978 Collins 831G2
20kW 1982 Harris FM2OK
20kW 2000 Harris ZD20CD
25kW 1980 CSI T -25 -FA

(Amplifier Only)
25kW 1982 Harris FM25K
30kW 1986 BE FM30A
50kW 1982 Harris Combiner

w/auto exciter -
transmitter switche

USED AM TRANSMITTERS
1kW 1982 Continental 314R-1
1kW 1987 Harris SX1A
5kW 1982 Harris MW5A
5/10kW 1982 Continental 316F
10kW 1996 Harris MW1OB
50kW 1985 Continental 317C2
50kW 1987 Harris MW50C3
50kW 1986 Nautel AMPFET 50 CALL US FOR A QUOTE !

P.O. Box 26744, Elkins Park, PA 19027
800-441-8454 (215-938-7304) Fax 215-938-7361

USED TV TRANSMITTERS
1kW UHF 1992 Acrodyre
10kW UHF 2000 Itelco T614C
Like new -60 his. of use

USED MISC. EQUIPMENT
Audio Amplifiers:

BGW 85

Crown D-75
Audiornetncs Distribution Amplifier
Continental 802B Exciter
Belar AMM3 Modulation Monror
Harris AMS-G1 PM Stereo Generator
Inovonics AM Stereo Audio Processor
Kintronics 50kw AM RF Switch
Potomac Phase Monitor 2twer AM 19

w/samp
Sola Voltage Regulator 60hz

1KVA s -phase

NOMUCHMORE

www.beradio.com



A RECTIFIER TO FIT YOUR

TRANSMITTER r,"
No matter
what transmitter
you own. we cal
provide quality
rectifiers from stock.
We have a reliable. cos: -
effective solution to meet the
requirements of most AM and
FM transmitters built since the
1950s at prices bette-
manufacturers' WE HAVE

CCA RECTIFIERS

A
A

QUICK, COST-EFFECTIVE & EXPERT SOLUTIONS

Time

magazine

Steven Bell
913-967-1848

sbeH@
primedia
business

.corn

WWW.recti iers.com

800-649-6370

Affordable Custom
Broadcast Furniture

Delivered
and

installed
by

ECHNOLOG
529 Rosedale Road

y Suite 103
Kennett Square PA 19348

TEL: 610-925-2785  FAX: 610-925-2787
emaiksalesPstudotechnology.com

www.studiotechnology.com

C?
usicM Master °1

rc

Still Using DOS?
Move Up to Windows

Contact us for a FREE demo

1-800-326-2609

www.mmwin.com

Broadcast Engineering
Propagation Software

LoogleyRrce Coverage over 3D Tertakro

Professional software packages for FCC
applications and predicting coverage

- Create stunning -real-world- coverage
maps and interference studies using
Longley-Rice. PTP, Okamura/Hata and
FCC with Probe II TM

Search for FM channels under spacings
and contour protection using FMContTM
Prepare AM skywave and groundwave
allocations studies and map FCC contour
coverage using AM-Prorm

Plct STL paths and coverage over 3D
teuain with Terrain -30Th'

Vtoft
The leader ,r, broadcast

' COMM UNIC ATIONS, engineerIng cOosulting
LI. ekorldersk Sakfluarr softwarexamt l'ngincerir.

.w.v.f.v-soft.com 800 743-3684
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Solid State FM Transmitters

8,000 watt 44,990.00
4,000 watts 24,990.00
2,000 watt 12,990.00
1,000 watt 7,000.00
500 watt 4,000.00
250 watt 2,500.00
100 watt 1,900.00

Solid State FM Amplifiers
2,000 watt
1,000 watt
500 watt
250 watt
100 watt

12,000.00
6,000.00
3,000.00
1,750.00
1,250.00

FM STL
Transmitter and Receiver

[:=3
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Both Transmitter and Receiver
$3,500.00

17194 Preston Rd. Suite 123-297 Dallas,

High Performance
FM Transmitters

Grounded Grid
Models Feature
 Solid State High

Performance Exciter
 Solid State Driver
 Ease of Installation
 Fast Delivery
 Motor DrivenTuning
 Complete Front Panel

Metering
 Low Pass Filter
 Soft Start Up
 Cost Effective Pricing
 Financing Available
 LED Read out on

front panel shows
operating parameters

Fall Special Limited time offer
10,000 watt Transmitter $18,990.00

Broadband FM Antennas
Ideal for Digital or
multa station operation

Circular polarization - DC ground for
lightning protection - mounts directly to

tower leg - Power input 4,000 watts per bay
Priced as low as 795.00 for a single bay
Multi bay operation up to eight bays

TX 75248 Ph 972/473-2577 800/279-3326
977/473-2578 800/644-5958 email jjoynffesu periorbroadrast rnm wohcite superiorbroadcast.com

datawople
4U°

Engineering Tools
Feasability Studies
Longley-Rice RSI.

Maps & Population
Area -to -Locate Studies

Marketing Tools
Custom Mapping
Demographic Reports
Zip Code Pinpointing

www.dataworld.com

Management Tools
DataXpert'"
Coverage Maps
FLAGS''' FCC Monitoring
LMA/Duopoly Studies

info@dataworld.com
800-368-5754  301-652-8822  fax: 301-656-5341

REMEMBER THE
CORTANA FOLDED
UNIPOLE ANTENNA?
WE STILL MAKE IT
WITH THE SAME
HIGH QUALITY
MATERIALS AND
WORKMANSHIP.
IT FEATURES...

 BROAD BANDWIDTH
for better sound.

 GROUNDED ANTENNA
for lighting & static electricity.

 ELIMINATES ISOCOUPLERS
in VHF & UHF antenna lines.

 BEST ANTENNA FOR
DIRECTIONAL ARRAYS.

ALso

DETUNING SYSTEMS FOR
ANYTHING THAT DISTORTS YOUR AM

COVERAGE PATTERN: TOWERS,

POWER LINES, TANKS OR ANY METAL

STRUCTURE.

FOR INFORMATION CALL, FAX OR WRITE:

nott.
,

itc4
117,,

4001 La Plata Hwy
Farmington. NM 87401

.15.4

phone 505-327-5646 fax 505-325-1142

We'll give you
1,000 good

1004k

reasons to buy
Tieline

Get $1.000 cash back by
purchasing any pair of Patriot

or Commander Tieline codecs.

This promotion is valid
between May 10th and July

31st 2004
or while stocks last.

call: 800-750-7950

TECHNOLOGY
www.tieline.com
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Arw-riAi
SCAM /1

Towers
Above the Rest

Monopoles
Guyed Towers

Self -Supporting Towers
Structural Analysis
Tower Reinforcing

Since 1943, ERI has provided
excellence in engineering,

reliability in service, arid years
of manufacturing integrity.
Our past experience is
your future guarantee.

Electronics Research, Inc,
7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610

812-925-6000 www.ERltnc.com

300,000+ Electronic Components
Over 1,000,000 Cross References

New 3roducts,
New Suppliers,

New rechnologtes,
New :atalog Ev3ry ;i0 Days!

MOUSERE_ECTRONICS
(800) 346-6873 www.mouser.com

Mouser* and Mouser Electronics* are trademarks of Mouser Electronics, Inc.

THE DAW BUYERS GUIDE

A free online guide to
digital audio workstations,

hardware & software packages,
tapeless recorders and

DAW controllers,
with a searchable database

of 200+ products.

http://SYPHAonline.com

www.heradio.com 2R4 77



Free -Mount 100: Drop -Ceiling
Speaker Bracket System

CSS, Inc. has developed a new
speaker mount bracket system

that allows broadcasters to
ceiling mount their speakers in

an industrial "drop -ceiling"
environment. The mounts can

handle up to one
hundred pounds each.

Contact CSS, Inc.
for more information

at 303.425.5004

Quality Equipment

Manufactured by

DRS Broadcast Technology
Dallas, TX

(800) 733.5011

DRS BROADCAST TECHNOLOGY00DRS
TECHNOLOGIES

www.contelec.com

HENRY
FE ENGINEERING

Check out our products on
www.henryeng.com

503 Key Vista Drive
Sierra Madre, CA 91024 USA

FAX: (626) 355-0077
TEL: (626) 355-3656

E-MAIL: Info whenryeng.com

? NAM
NAGRA ARES-BB

Constructed from brushed aluminum, the
ergonomic layout of the ARES-BB with
a pivoting keyboard permits operation
while over the shoulder or sitting on a
table. A large LCD display gives
information about the state of the card,
recording levels and operating mode of
the machine. Software driven menus
(including 4 templates) guide the user
through a visual set-up of the machine.
The ARES-BB comes standard as a
linear PCM recorder up to 48kHz stereo
16 bit. Mic/Line inputs and line outputs
are equipped with XLR connectors.
The Flash card can be formatted FAT16
and is automatically recognized by
Windows or MAC 0/S. Files are saved
as Broadcast Wave Format (.wav).

The ARES-BB is a rugged tool for
Broadcast and ENG applications. Come
see for yourself.

Nagra USA, Inc.
NAB2004-April 19-22
Booth SU10424

800 813-1663

Leading the
HD Radio

Revolution!

FM Antennas

Combiners
Filters

HD Radio

Shively Labs
www.shively.com

sales@shively.com
888-SHIVELY Fax (207)647-8273

Contact Steven Bell

913.967.1848

sbell@primediabusiness.com
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AM
Ground

Systems
Reliable, On -Time Installation

Quality Workmanship
Ground System Construction,

Evaluation & Repair

www.amgroundsystems.com
1-877-766-2999

Radio
Find out how advertising in the

Radio Marketplace section can work for you!!

Call Jennifer Shafer

800-896.9939 . jshafer@primediabusiness.com

Nexus Broadcast
Quality Equipment, Low Price
Frequency Agile - Digitally Synthesized
Temperature & VSWR Protected
120 - 220 volts - Front Panel Controls
Stereo Generator/Processor (Optional)
One Year Parts & Labor Warranty
20 W Exciter $850 100 W Exciter $1795
250 W Exciter $2995 100 W Amp. $ 995
250 W Amp. $1795 500 W Amp. $3955
1KW Transmitter $5995 1KW Amp. $5495

Order Toll Free 800-219-7461
www.nexusbroadcastcon
P.O. Box 433 - Mt. Vernon, TX 75457

EAS MONITORING
YAGI ANTENNAS

WEATHER CHANNEL
FREQUENCIES 162.0? MHZ

FM FREQUENCIES
88 TO 108 MHZ

ALL FREQUENCIES FROM 88
TO 1000 MHZ AVAILABLE

SAMCO ANTENNAS, INC.
(817)-336-4351

www.samcoantennas.com
email:samyagi@flash.net

TTENTION
vertiserS

Call to advertise with Radio magazine - Marketplace or Classified section
Jennifer Shafer

800-896-9939 - jshafer@primediabusiness.com

cal
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Radio Classified
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Professional Services Help Wanted

Structural Analysis

Cam
Electronics Research, Inc.

7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610

(81 2) 925-6000
ERlinc.com

JOHN H. BATTISON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork
2684 State Route 60 RD "1

Loudonville, OH 44842
419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

For Sale

AcousticsFirst
TNT: 888-988-2900

Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

4006

BHT LINE

=

III: 750 01

B TEXAS

972/661-5222

NiXHITEGOPIXERIORS FOR ALOUSWAl. SPACES

RUSS BERGER DESIGN GROUP
NOISE AND APRON (NIRO(

AppiedwireierAillirlirss III. 301301 886655 41402121

Kevin McNamara
President .1 CEO

PO Boo 926
New Market. MD 21774

senall:kewnmciDaealledwirelessinc coo
www apolledwnelessmc corn

Employment

WANT TO FILL A POSITION?
SOCI Ell OF BRO VOCANT ENGINEERS

jobsON LINE & RESUME Service
wv. v*.sbc.org  (317) 846-9000, x34

WANT TO FIND A NEW JOB?

Representatives needed to sell
"Studio In A Box"

Efron Computerized Studios. LLC now
has prime territories nationwide available.
Experience necessary with Radio
Station/Studio operations and associated
equipment. Sell exclusively or add to
already established Rep. line.
See www.radiofacility.com for product

details. Send credentials to
bjohnson@radiofacility.com

Radlo
THE RADIO

To advertise in the Radio
magazine Classified section

contact Jennifer Shafer
800-896-9939

jshafer@primediabusiness.com
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Publication
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Sr. Art Director- Michael J. Knust. mknust@primediabusinesscom
Assoc. Art Director -Robin Morsbach, nnorsbach@primediabusiness.corn
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Sales Offices
NATIONAL SALES DIRECTOR
Steven Bell
9800 Metcalf Avenue
Overland Park, KS 66212-2215
Telephone: (913) 967-1848
Fax: (913) 967-7249
E-mail: sbell@primediabusiness.com

EUROPE/UK
Richard Woolley
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E-mail: richardwoolley@compuserve.com

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
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(913) 967-1732
Fax: (913) 967-1735
E-mail: jshafer@primediabusiness.com

Advertiser Index
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Contributor Pro -file
Meet the professionals who write for Raga.

This month: ESPN Radio, page 50.

Allen Singer
Allen's Edge
Cincinnati, OH

In the late 1990s and
early 2000s, Singer
pursued a career as
an installation and
broadcast engineer.
After graduati ng from
college in 1996, he

worked for Harris as an installation techni-
cian. Following that, he worked for WRRM/
WMOJ in Cincinnati as an assistant engineer.
After getting let go after 41/2 years as an
engineer, Singer worked for an AN installa-
tion company in Cincinnati for nine months.
After that, Singer decided to pursue freelance
writing as a career because his book, The
Cincinnati Subway, was selling so well.

Ratify
Written by radio professionals
Written for radio professionals

Radio, Volume 10, Number 6, ISSN 1542-0620 is published
monthly and mailed free to qualified recipients by PRIMEDIA
Business Magazines & Media Inc, 9800 Metcalf. Overland
Park, KS 66212.2216 (primediabusiness.com). Periodicals
postage paid at Shawnee Mission, KS. and additional mailing
offices. Canadian Post Publications Mail Agreement No
40597023. Canada return address: DP Global Mail. 4960-2
Walker Road, Windsor. ON N9A 613. Additional resources.
including subscription request forms and an editorial calen-
dar are available online at beradio.com. To order single
copies call 866-505-7173 or 402-505.7173.

POSTMASTER: Send address changes to Radio. P.O. Box
2100, Skokie, IL 60076-7800 USA.
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77 812-925-6000 www.ERlinc.com
79....310-322-2136 www. ese-web. corn
57 201-641-1200 wwvv.eventide corn
49 800-735-2070 www.forecast-consoles corn

Gepco . 28....8069660069
Gorman -Redlich Mfg. Co 73 740693-3150
Harris Corp. Broadcast Div. 3,59, 72 800022-0022
Henry Engineering 52,78 626-355-3656
Hyatt Audio 73 719-2416225
Inovonics 44 831-4580552
JK Audio 56 806552-6346
Kay Industries 51....800348-5257
Kintronic Labs 12 4268783141
Ledtronics 27 310-534-1505
Liquid Acoustics 5 7143905934
Logitek 31....800231-5870
Mager Systems 55 623-7800345
MDOUK 37,44 +44-12-1248-0203
Mediatouch 49 8896650501
Mooretronix 74 .. 8063000733
Moseley Associates 25 805-968-9621
Mouser Electronics 77 WO -3466873
Musicam USA 13 732-739-56(X)
MusicMaster 20, 75 .. 800326-2609
NagraUSA 32, 78 .. 615-726-5191
Nautel Electronics
Nexus Broadcast
Nott Ltd
NPR Satellite Services
Omnirax
Pocketrec
Pristine Systems
Prophet Systems
Radio Computing Services
Radio Soft
RAM Broadcast Systems
RF Pans
rf Software, Inc.

www.gepco.COM
www.gorman-redlich.com

www.broadcast hams corn
www henryeng.corn
www. heilsound corn

www.inovon.com
www.ikaudio corn
www.kayind.corn

www.kintronic.corn
www.ledtronics corn

www.liguidacoustics.com
www.logitekaudio.corn

www.rnagersystems.com
wwwaudiotx corn

vvvvw omt net
www.mooretronix corn

www.moseleysb corn
wwwmouser corn

www.musicamusa corn
www.mmwin.corn

www. nagrausa corn
17 .. 902-823-2233 www.nautel.corn
79 806219-7461 www.nexusbroadcast com
76 505-327-5646 www nottltd corn
Z3 202-513-2626 www.nprss.orgibe
15 .. 415-332-5382 www.omnirax.com
54....703-281-1073 www.pocketrec.com
24....806795-7234 www.pristinesys.corn
11....877-7741010 www.prophetsys.corn
19....914428-600 wwvv.rcsworks.corn
66 888-RADI095 www radiosoft.corn
46....847-487-7575 www.ramsyscom.corn
73 800-737-2787 www.rfparts.com
6....352-336-7223 www.rfsoftware.com
79 .. 817-3364351 www.samcoantennas.corn
41 900438-6040 www.scmsinc.com

1 888 -GET -SCOTT www.scottstudios corn
18,78 888-SHIVELY www.shively.com

21 .. 818040-6749 www.sasaudio.com
69...615.228-3500 vvww.sinesystems.corn
75 .. 610-925-2785 owvw.studiotechnology corn
74 806279-3326 wwwsupenorbroadcast corn

www.syphaonline.corn
www tcelectronic.com
www.electrovoice.corn

www.telos-systems. corn
www.terrasonde.corn

www.tftinc corn
7, 76 898211-6963 www. tieline.corn

72 .. 972-40643800 www.TMCentury.com
74 8004410454 www.fmamtv corn
76 800-743-3684 www v-soft.corn

2,83,84....252638-7000 www.wheatstone.corn

Samco Antennas, Inc
SCMS, Inc
Scott Studios
Shively Labs
Sierra Automated Systems
Sine Systems
Studio Technology
Superior Broadcast Products
Sypha 77 444-268761-1042
TC Electronic 93 805-373-1828
Telex Communications 93 800-392-3497
Telos Systems 42-43 216-241-7225
TerraSonde 40 933433-2821
TFT, Inc. 22 408943-9323
TieLine Technology
TM Century
Transcom Corp
V -Soft Communications
Wheatstone

-Tits tilde', is a service to readers. Every effort is made to ensure accuracy, but Radio magazine cannot assume
nonsibility for errors or omissions.
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Sinn Off
By Kari Taylor, associate editor

Radio
magazine
2003 rank

That was then This is the on -air studio of WFMT
Chicago in 1983. WFMT was, and
still is, a classic music station with
cable distribution of its programming throughout the
United States.

The reel-to-reel tape recorders in the foreground are
Revox PR99s; those in the background are Studer
A8ORCs.The turntables are Technics SP -15s with Audio-
Technica tone arms.The console was custom built by
the chief engineer at that time,Al Antlitz. The cassette
recorder is to the right of the console.

The panel below the cassette recorder and the dis-
plays above are for audio routing switcher control,
designed and built by Gordon Carter, the current chief
engineer at WFMT.

There were also Apt Holman phono pre -amps not
seen in the picture. The CD player (behind the word
update) was manufactured by Philips/Magnavox, and
the microphone is an AKG D-202. Steve Reeder,aWFMT
announcer, is at the controls.

Sample and Hold
Top 25 Radio Owners by Revenue per

I Avg. Revenue
per station

Owner (Radio
Magazine)

($000)

Infinity Broadcasting
2 Emmis Communications
3 Greater Media
4 Jefferson -Pilot Communications
5 Susquehanna Radio
6 Bonneville International
7 Cox Broadcasting
8 Spanish Broadcasting System
9 ABC/Disney
10 Sandusky Radio
11 Radio One
12 Univision Communications
13 Entercom
14 Inner City Broadcasting
15 Clear Channel Communications
16 Beasley Broadcast Group
17 Journal Communications
18 Citadel Broadcasting
19 Salem Communications
20 Entravision Holdings
21 Multicultural Radio Broadcasting
22 Saga Communications
23 NextMedia Group
24 Regent Communications
25 Cumulus Broadcasting

12,199
11,528
9,125
8,197
7,571
6,593
6,237
6,180
6,093
5,930
5,665
4,592
4,370
3,412
2,914
2,871
2,042
1,893
1,807
1,718
1,632
1,524
1,206
1,180
1,036

2003 BIA
Total

Revenue
Rank

2
10
13
16
11
12
3
15
5

25
7
8
4
24

1

17
21
6

14
19
22
18
23
20
9

Radio
magazine

2002 rank

2
1

4
5
6
3
10
9
7
8
12

13
14
16
15
17
21
20
22

19
25
23
24

Station

2003 BIA
Estimated

Revenue -Owner
($000)

2,269,025
311,250
173,375
147,550
257,400
230,750
474,000
154,500
444,800
59,300
368,250
330,650
454,475
64,825

3,535,060
120,600
77,600

399,438
168,050
89,350
76,705

120,375
72,377
88,515
311,780

Owner
Stations
Present

Owner:
Markets

186 42
27 8
19 6
18 5
34 10
35 6
76 18
25 7
73 44
10 2
65 22
72 23
104 19
19 8

1,213 189
42 10
38 8

211 46
93 35
52 21
47 22
79 14
60 11
75 14

301 60

BIA ranks owners by total revenue. Radio magazine has aken this data and then divided by the numter of stations owned, to provide a ranking
based on individual station average performance, which shows the revenue efficiency of each owner.
For comparison, we have included the BIA ranking, the owner's 2002 Radio magazine ranking and the average revenue per station.

- Not ranked in 2002.
Source: Data from BIAfn's Media Access Pro
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-8000
Digital Revdie% Console

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY! WHEATSTONE'S fourth
generation digital console has what you need: dual -domain
input modules that accept both analog and digital. sources; built-
in router integration with 8 -character &splays; a choice of fea-
tures like auxiliary sends, equalization, dynamics control. and
event memory/recall-all without the a -I of an external. computer.
The D-8000 is an all -modular design with no active components
mounted inside. And best of all, it uses Wheatstone's exclusive
VDIP'setup software, letting you easily configure individual
console modules, logic modes and automatic functions. Contact
Wheatstone-the digital audio people!

sales @whecststone.
tel 252-638-7000

w. wheats tone. corn
copoont O 2C04 by Wheatstone Corpovatton



riENERATww- The On -Air Control
Surface for High -Traffic Studios

Quality is Easy to Identify with stainless
steel construction, easy servicing, and

clean yet compact layout.

feh (191Pirt o ;1 J\J
JJ rfl rIJ=' FELE:1 of a fih-itmai Console!

ONE CAT -5 WIRE conveys all the control from this
surface to Wheatstone's Bridge System. You can bring
any system source (inputs or mixes) to any console
fader or monitor pot (source visibility software
controlled). You can set destinations for mixes, aux
sends and MXMs to anywhere in your facility. For
example, you could allow (or software disallow) your
news console to go to your on -air chain, or feed any
mix desired to a talent or remote position.

THIS MAJOR MARKET CONSOLE can handle all
the call -ins and remotes you'll encounter. Four faders
dedicated specifically to phone segments provide
errorfree interface to four callers or remotes, each
with independent caller and fader feeds, user

selectable talkback communication and adjacent
channel linking. A dedicated LCD display screen keeps
the operator infcrmed and in control.

YOU CAN STORE AND NAME switch and fader
settings for each operator's task and recall them by
simply spinning an encoder and hitting a TAKE
button. And like our larger G-9, the G-8 has 12 user
programmable switches for salvos and intercoms plus
additional programmable TALK buttons for IFB
functions. And with full color LCD display screens the
operator will know for certain that his signal is clean,
his sources correct, and his preset signal is ready and
waiting. The G-8 has the layout and features to let
your operators work fast and accurately!

the digital audio leaders
600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina, USA 28562
tel 252-638-7000 / fax 252-635-4857 / sales@wheatstone.corn

1/
= Made in USA

www_VV E.aitstor-le.corni
opynyht ©1004 by Wheatstone Corporation


